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Abstract

Much of the world’s water resource infrastructure was designed for specific regional snowmelt regimes under the assumption of

a stable climate. However, as climate continues to change, this infrastructure is experiencing rapid regime shifts that test design

limits. These changing snowmelt cycles are responsible for extreme hydrologic events occurring across the Contiguous United

States (CONUS), such as river flooding from rain-on-snow, which puts infrastructure and communities at risk. Our study

uses a new spatial snow regime classification system to track climate driven changes in snow hydrology across CONUS over 40

years (1981 – 2020). Using cloud-based computing and reanalysis data, regime classes are calculated annually, with changes

evaluated across decadal and 30-year normal time scales. The snow regime classification designates areas across CONUS

as: (1) rain dominated (RD), (2) snow dominated (SD), (3) transitional (R/S), or (4) perennial snow (PS). Classifications

are thresholded using a ratio of maximum snow water equivalent (SWE) over accumulated cool-season precipitation, with a

comparison of two approaches for selecting maximum SWE. Results indicate that average snow cover duration generally became

shorter in each decade over our evaluation period, with rates of decline increasing at higher elevations. Anomalies in SD spatial

extents, compared to the 30-year normal, decreased over the first three decades, while anomalies in RD extents increased. Also,

previously SD areas have shifted to R/S, with boundary lines moving up in latitude. As water managers adapt to a changing

climate, geospatial classification, such as this snow regime approach, may be a critical tool.
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Key Points: 8 

 Average snow cover duration generally became shorter in each decade over the 40-year 9 
period from 1980 to 2020, with the rate of decline increasing with elevation.  10 

 CONUS-wide areal extents of snow dominated regions decreased from the 1980s through 11 
the 1990s and 2000s, while those of rain dominated increased.  12 

 Previously snow dominated areas have shifted to the transitional classification over the 40-13 
year period, with the boundary lines moving up in latitude.  14 
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Abstract 15 

Much of the world’s water resource infrastructure was designed for specific regional snowmelt 16 
regimes under the assumption of a stable climate. However, as climate continues to change, this 17 
infrastructure is experiencing rapid regime shifts that test design limits. These changing snowmelt 18 
cycles are responsible for extreme hydrologic events occurring across the Contiguous United 19 
States (CONUS), such as river flooding from rain-on-snow, which puts infrastructure and 20 
communities at risk. Our study uses a new spatial snow regime classification system to track 21 
climate driven changes in snow hydrology across CONUS over 40 years (1981 – 2020). Using 22 
cloud-based computing and reanalysis data, regime classes are calculated annually, with changes 23 
evaluated across decadal and 30-year normal time scales. The snow regime classification 24 
designates areas across CONUS as: (1) rain dominated (RD), (2) snow dominated (SD), (3) 25 
transitional (R/S), or (4) perennial snow (PS). Classifications are thresholded using a ratio of 26 
maximum snow water equivalent (SWE) over accumulated cool-season precipitation, with a 27 
comparison of two approaches for selecting maximum SWE. Results indicate that average snow 28 
cover duration generally became shorter in each decade over our evaluation period, with rates of 29 
decline increasing at higher elevations. Anomalies in SD spatial extents, compared to the 30-year 30 
normal, decreased over the first three decades, while anomalies in RD extents increased. Also, 31 
previously SD areas have shifted to R/S, with boundary lines moving up in latitude. As water 32 
managers adapt to a changing climate, geospatial classification, such as this snow regime 33 
approach, may be a critical tool.  34 

Plain Language Summary 35 

As climate change continues, the United States is experiencing rapid shifts in snowmelt cycles for 36 
which water resource infrastructure across the country was not designed. Changes in snowmelt 37 
patterns can cause extreme events, such as river flooding from rain-on-snow (RoS). Our study uses 38 
climate model data to create new classification maps that show changes in snow across the US for 39 
the last 40 years (1981 – 2020). These classes include: (1) rain dominated (RD), (2) snow 40 
dominated (SD), (3) transitional (R/S), and (4) perennial snow (PS). Over the study period, our 41 
results show that snow covers the ground for shorter portions of each year, especially in 42 
mountainous areas. We also find that previously snow dominated areas are becoming a mixture of 43 
both rainfall and snowfall during the winter months. These types of changes can increase the 44 
likelihood of RoS flood events, putting infrastructure and communities at risk. This new 45 
classification system could help those who must manage such risks.  46 

 47 

1 Introduction 48 

As the global climate continues to change, weather station records from the late 20th 49 
century, and into the 21st, indicate that timing (Pan et al., 2021; Vano et al., 2015), duration 50 
(Knowles, 2015; Stone et al., 2002; Svoma, 2011), and quantities (Kunkel et al., 2016) of snowfall 51 
and snowmelt are shifting rapidly. Climate model simulations also project continued changes in 52 
snow hydrology across the planet (Schnorbus et al., 2014; Vormoor et al., 2015), with accelerated 53 
rates of change moving into the future (Lader et al., 2020). Much of the world’s water resource 54 
infrastructure was designed for specific snowmelt regimes under the assumption of a stable 55 
climate. However, changing snowmelt cycles have recently been linked to extreme hydrologic and 56 
climatic events occurring across the Contiguous United States (CONUS) and globally. Some of 57 
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these events include river flooding from rain-on-snow (RoS) (Musselman et al., 2018), as well as 58 
extreme wildfires (Giovando & Niemann, 2022; Goss et al., 2020), all of which put infrastructure 59 
and local communities at risk. Numerous studies have provided ample evidence of long-term 60 
declines in snow cover across CONUS during the last forty years (1980 to 2020) (Brown, 2000; 61 
Groisman et al., 2004; Nolin et al., 2021). Long-term declines in snow cover duration (SCD) and 62 
snowfall quantities in CONUS have been punctuated with shorter term inter-annual increases 63 
(Kunkel et al., 2009), as well as localized increases in snowfall frequency in certain regions of 64 
CONUS (Kluver & Leathers, 2015). Nonetheless, the overall trend paints a picture of a declining 65 
snowpack and associated increases in extreme weather events that are already occurring 66 
throughout CONUS.   67 

Extreme weather, such as flooding from RoS events, may be increasing in frequency in 68 
some regions of CONUS due to climate-driven changes in snow hydrologic regimes (Musselman 69 
et al., 2018), but parsing out trends in frequency of RoS events is anything but straight forward. 70 
RoS flooding occurs when the internal temperature of the snowpack is nearly isothermal (0o C). 71 
Additional energy inputs cause a snow crystal phase change to liquid water, resulting in snowmelt. 72 
Typically, snowmelt is initiated in the spring, as energy inputs gradually increase from additional 73 
solar radiation from the winter through the summer solstice. Wintertime rainfall can also provide 74 
similar additional energy inputs to the snowpack.  Snow cover variables, such as crystal structure 75 
and depth, can have a modulating effect on RoS flood volumes and timing (Wever et al., 2014), as 76 
can a colder snowpack (Würzer et al., 2017). However, if an extreme rainfall event occurs over an 77 
isothermal snowpack, combined snowmelt and rainfall volumes can reach the soil surface, 78 
resulting in substantial runoff to streams and rivers. Previous studies have attempted to partition 79 
the contributions to RoS runoff volumes between snowmelt versus rainfall using both empirical 80 
observations (Rücker et al., 2019) and physically based models (Wayand et al., 2015). These 81 
studies showed snowmelt contributions to streamflow ranging from about 7% to 30% during RoS 82 
events, indicating flood forecasting should prioritize rainfall prediction, but not neglect snowmelt 83 
contributions (Rücker et al., 2019; Wayand et al., 2015).           84 

The complexity of RoS physical processes makes it difficult to forecast future RoS-induced 85 
flooding (Li et al., 2019; Musselman et al., 2018), future frequency of RoS events across CONUS 86 
(McCabe et al., 2007), or to determine trends in historic RoS events using past weather station 87 
records (Li et al., 2019; Wachowicz et al., 2020). Therefore, a continuing need exists to develop 88 
additional approaches to pinpoint regions where RoS flooding could occur and to determine these 89 
events’ dependency on topographic variables such as latitude and elevation (López-Moreno et al., 90 
2021; McCabe et al., 2007), as well as dependency on climate-driven changes in air temperature 91 
(McCabe et al., 2007), snowpack properties (Pradhanang et al., 2013; Singh et al., 1997) and 92 
precipitation phase shifts (Heggli et al., 2022; Marks et al., 2013). Previous studies have also used 93 
remote sensing and snowmelt modeling techniques (Hamill et al., 2021) to identify (Dolant et al., 94 
2016; Grenfell & Putkonen, 2008; Ocampo Melgar & Meza, 2020; Pan et al., 2018) and simulate 95 
future occurrences (Marks et al., 1998, 2001; Mazurkiewicz et al., 2008; Qi et al., 2017; Würzer 96 
et al., 2016) of RoS events, respectively. In this study, we create a snow regime classification 97 
system, which could be used to ascertain vulnerability to RoS events for specific localized regions 98 
across CONUS, among other potential resource management applications.  99 

Our snow regime classification system designates areas across CONUS as: (1) rain 100 
dominated (RD), (2) snow dominated (SD), (3) transitional (R/S), or (4) perennial snow (PS). The 101 
first three of these classes (RD, SD, and R/S) were developed in previous studies using the ratio 102 
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of maximum snow water equivalent (SWE) to cumulative cool season (October through March) 103 
precipitation (Barnett et al., 2005; Mantua et al., 2010; Tohver et al., 2014). Warmer RD systems 104 
produce runoff coincident with seasonal precipitation, while colder SD regions store a significant 105 
fraction of cool season precipitation as snowpack, resulting in snowmelt induced spring and 106 
summer runoff (Tohver et al., 2014). R/S systems typically have two annual runoff peaks, one in 107 
fall/early winter from rainfall and one in spring/summer from rainfall plus snowmelt (Tohver et 108 
al., 2014). In 2008, Barnett et al. showed that these ratios have declined in the western CONUS 109 
due to anthropogenically influenced climate warming. Meanwhile, in 2007, Hamlet and 110 
Lettenmaier characterized the three classes by air temperature for watersheds in the Pacific 111 
Northwest (PNW) of CONUS. Regions classified as R/S are of particular concern, as they are 112 
typically most vulnerable to RoS flooding, due to earlier and/or ephemeral snow melt, coupled 113 
with an increased proportion of cool season precipitation occurring as rain rather than snow 114 
(Tohver et al., 2014). 115 

Some studies have utilized relationships between snow variables, precipitation, and air 116 
temperature to simulate stream flow into the Columbia River basin (Elsner et al., 2010), to 117 
delineate seasonal versus transient snow in mountainous regions of the PNW (Jefferson, 2011), 118 
and to map the rain-snow transition zone across the western CONUS (Klos et al., 2014). A ratio 119 
similar to the one used in our study, of winter-total snowfall water equivalent to winter-total 120 
precipitation (November through March) was employed by Knowles et al. (2006) to show that 121 
fractions of precipitation falling as snow declined, while those of rain increased in western North 122 
America. While not utilizing the SWE to precipitation ratio directly, several other studies have 123 
characterized streamflow regimes based on source categories such as rainfall, snowmelt, and high 124 
elevation glacier melt or mixed in Alaska (Curran & Biles, 2021); as well as rainfall, snowmelt, or 125 
mixed along the Colorado Front Range in the Rocky Mountains (Kampf & Lefsky, 2016). 126 

Other research takes different approaches to creating snow classes that we do not directly 127 
employ here, yet their utility is worth noting, such as global snow persistence zones (intermittent, 128 
seasonal, permanent) (Hammond et al., 2018; Harrison et al., 2021; Saavedra et al., 2017); 129 
ecological region snow cover classes (tundra, taiga, alpine, maritime, prairie, ephemeral) (Sturm 130 
et al., 1995); topographically based snow categories (persistent, transitional, intermittent, seasonal) 131 
(Kampf & Richer, 2014; Moore et al., 2015; Richer et al., 2013); snow regimes based on temporal 132 
snowpack metrics such as accumulation and melt dates (maritime, intermountain, continental) 133 
(Trujillo & Molotch, 2014); and snow cover classification using a rain-snow threshold temperature 134 
(Nolin & Daly, 2006).   135 

The purpose of this research is to create a Snow Regime Classification system for CONUS 136 
in order to detect climate-driven changes in regional snowmelt cycles. An additional goal is to 137 
provide these classifications as a practical, accessible geospatial tool for use by water resource 138 
managers, land managers, and other researchers and stakeholders. In order to detect climate-driven 139 
changes in snowmelt regimes across CONUS, the results of our study are quantified and evaluated 140 
as average decadal and 30-year normal spatial summary maps.  141 

To meet the purpose and goal of the research, three objectives are addressed in this study: 142 
(1) Develop a dataset-agnostic evaluation framework for the gridded snow water equivalent (SWE) 143 
reanalysis dataset; (2) develop the Snow Regime Classification system using gridded climate data, 144 
spatial math, and thresholding of numerical results into discrete classes; and (3) compare two data-145 
driven approaches to generating the Snow Regime Classifications across CONUS.  146 
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2 Data Sources   147 

The primary datasets used in this study to create the Snow Regime Classification system 148 
for CONUS are daily gridded climate reanalysis data, including precipitation and snow water 149 
equivalent (SWE). The daily 4km gridded precipitation data is taken from the Parameter-elevation 150 
Regressions on Independent Slope Model (PRISM) and covers the spatial extent of CONUS (Daly 151 
et al., 2021, PRISM, 2022). As explained further below in the methods section, analyses for this 152 
study were conducted using Google Earth Engine (GEE), a cloud-computing platform for 153 
planetary scale geospatial analysis (Gorelick et al., 2017). Therefore, all PRISM data were 154 
accessed and processed directly from within the GEE application program interface (API) 155 
environment (developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/OREGONSTATE_PRISM_ 156 
AN81d). PRISM image properties via GEE include a status property, which labels data generated 157 
within 30 days of observation as “early, data generated within 1 to 6 months of observation as 158 
“provisional”, and data older than 6 months as “permanent”. All PRISM data used in our study are 159 
considered permanent. The main variable of interest taken from PRISM is gridded precipitation, 160 
which is used in the principal calculations for this study. However, gridded air temperature from 161 
PRISM was subsequently used to investigate some results.   162 

The PRISM dataset is derived from calculations involving a climate elevation-regression 163 
in each grid cell of a digital elevation model (DEM), where weather station data input into the 164 
regression are assigned weights based on physical variables such as geographic coordinates, 165 
elevation, coastal proximity, topographic orientation, vertical atmospheric layer, topographic 166 
position, and orographic effectiveness (Daly et al., 2008). In 2017, Strachan and Daly tested the 167 
daily PRISM air temperature data over semiarid mountainous terrain by comparing model 168 
estimates with in-situ data at 16 sites within the Walker River Basin in the western US, a watershed 169 
on the climate transition zone between the Sierra Nevada and Great Basin Desert. They found that 170 
on-the-ground temperature conditions were more heterogeneous than the interpolated PRISM 171 
models could predict (Strachan & Daly, 2017). However, also in 2017, Daly et al. were able to 172 
ground truth PRISM precipitation grid data with a 69 station rain gauge network in western North 173 
Carolina, USA that was maintained from 1951 to 1958. In their estimations of uncertainty, they 174 
found the PRISM national grids matched closely (to within 5%) of that rain gauge network in the 175 
southern Appalachians (Daly et al., 2017).   176 

The SWE dataset used in this study is part of the Daily 4 km Gridded SWE and Snow 177 
Depth from Assimilated In-Situ and Modeled Data over the Conterminous US, Version 1 178 
(nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0719). These gridded SWE data were developed at the University of Arizona 179 
(Broxton et al., 2016) and are hereafter referenced as the UA SWE data in our study. In order to 180 
create the modeled UA dataset, Broxton et al. (2016) used observational data from the United 181 
States (US) Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) automated Snow Telemetry 182 
(SNOTEL) weather stations in the western US, as well as from manual measurements across 183 
CONUS via the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Weather 184 
Service (NWS) Cooperative Observer network. They created the SWE and snow depth gridded 185 
dataset for CONUS via the spatial interpolation of empirical snow cover variables, and constrained 186 
it by daily PRISM precipitation totals. The UA SWE estimates are also computed on the same 4km 187 
resolution grid as the PRISM dataset. In 2018, Dawson et al. demonstrated that snow cover extents 188 
derived from the UA SWE dataset had an overall close agreement with three high resolution 189 
satellite derived snow cover extent products, including GlobSnow SWE (Takala et al., 2011). 190 
Additionally, a very high correlation of 0.98, with 30% relative mean absolute deviation, was 191 
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found between the UA SWE dataset and snow depths from the Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO) 192 
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) dataset (Dawson et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2018).   193 

To validate a small number of gridded UA SWE values, observational snow cover data 194 
from on-the-ground weather stations were utilized. These stations are spread across CONUS in 195 
several key regions. Those located in the Midwest and Eastern CONUS are part of the Weather 196 
Bureau Army Navy (WBAN) network, consisting of federal airports where weather data are 197 
collected. WBAN stations report snow depth in inches and SWE by tenths of inches and data are 198 
transmitted in a METAR (Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine Weather Report) along with 199 
other observations (NOAA, 2019). Eastern CONUS observational snow cover data was previously 200 
compiled by Engel at al. (2022) and readily available. For the UA SWE validation effort in the 201 
Western CONUS, observational snow cover data were derived from the NRCS SNOTEL network. 202 
SNOTEL stations are generally located in remote high-mountain watersheds in areas that favor 203 
high snow accumulation and long snow cover durations. SNOTEL stations report SWE in tenths 204 
of inches, measured via a pressure-sensing snow pillow, along with other metrics that vary by 205 
station. Daily estimates of SWE are reviewed by NRCS personnel for quality (nrcs.usda.gov/wps/ 206 
portal/wcc/home/aboutUs/monitoringPrograms/ automatedSnowMonitoring). Also used in this 207 
study is a 10m resolution digital elevation model (DEM), employed for the evaluation of both the 208 
UA SWE dataset and the numerical results of spatially distributed calculations used to create the 209 
Snow Regime Classification system. Both evaluations sub-set the data by elevation bands 210 
determined from the US Geological Survey (USGS) 3D Elevation Program (3DEP) 10-Meter 211 
Resolution DEM. This is a seamless 3DEP DEM dataset with full coverage for CONUS at a ground 212 
spacing of 10 meters north/south and variable east/west spacing due to convergence of meridians 213 
with latitude (developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/ USGS_3DEP_10m). 214 

After the spatially distributed calculations were sub-set by elevation, they were also divided 215 
by spatial domain before being evaluated, using the USGS’s Watershed Boundary Dataset (WBD) 216 
for more relevant comparisons. The WBD is a comprehensive aggregated collection of hydrologic 217 
units (HU) consistent with the national criteria for delineation and resolution. It defines the areal 218 
extent of surface water drainage to a point except in coastal or lake front areas where there could 219 
be multiple outlets. Watershed boundaries are determined solely upon science-based hydrologic 220 
principles, not favoring any administrative boundaries or agency. The HUs are delineated at 221 
1:24,000-scale for CONUS and given a Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) that describes where the 222 
unit is located and the level of the unit. Lower level HUCs cover larger areas than higher level 223 
ones, i.e., the higher the level, the more digits to the HUC, since they nest within the previous 224 
levels. For this study, we use the lowest level and therefore most coarse scale HUC to parse the 225 
results of this study for evaluation of the anomalies, which is HUC02 (developers.google.com/ 226 
earth-engine/datasets/catalog/USGS _WBD_2017_HUC02).  227 

 228 

3 Methods 229 

In order to create the Snow Regime Classification system for CONUS and detect changes 230 
in snowmelt cycles over the last 40 years (1981 to 2020), the datasets in our study were quantified 231 
and evaluated as average decadal and 30-year normal maps with a 4km spatial resolution. The 232 
Snow Regime Classification maps were also generated as downloadable annual GeoTIFF maps, 233 
spanning the spatial extent of CONUS. All years in this study are expressed as the water year, 234 
which runs from 1 October of the previous year through 30 September of the year label. For 235 
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example, water year 1995 consists of data from 1 October 1994 through 30 September 1995 and 236 
analogously, the 1990s decade includes 1 October 1989 through 30 September 1999. Since the UA 237 
SWE dataset begins on water year 1982 (first SWE date is 1 Oct 1981), the 1980s decade is slightly 238 
shorter than the others, consisting of 8 years instead of 10 (starting in 1981 instead of 1979). The 239 
30-year normal dataset analyzed in this study spans water years 1991 through 2020.     240 

The 4km scale PRISM precipitation reanalysis data, 10m resolution USGS 3DEP DEM, 241 
and USGS WBD HUs were accessed and examined using Google Earth Engine (GEE). GEE 242 
integrates a cloud-based computing environment for geospatial analysis with co-located satellite 243 
imagery and climate reanalysis data (Gorelick et al., 2017). All the datasets accessed via GEE in 244 
this study are pre-calibrated and fully archived with pixel-scale co-registration of all scenes 245 
(Gorelick et al., 2017).  246 

The UA SWE dataset was acquired from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) 247 
as daily 4km gridded NetCDF (Network Common Data Form) files for annual water years 1982 248 
through 2020. Since GEE does not recognize or process NetCDF files, these were converted to 249 
GeoTIFF spatial files using the R statistical programming application, version 4.2.1 (www.r-250 
project.org/) and R package daymetr V1.6 (Hufkens, cran.rproject.org/web/packages/daymetr/). 251 
Subsequently, the converted UA SWE files were uploaded into GEE as annual images with 365 252 
bands per image representing the daily values of SWE expressed in mm depth of water for each 253 
4km grid cell across CONUS. For a flow chart of study methods, refer to Figure S1 in Supporting 254 

Information for Changing Snow Regime Classifications across the Contiguous United States.       255 

3.1 Gridded SWE Dataset Evaluation  256 

To perform a dataset-agnostic evaluation of the data used in this study, an array of simple 257 
snow cover metrics were derived from the UA SWE data and summarized both spatially and 258 
graphically. These snow cover metrics were summarized through the use of average decadal and 259 
30-year normal maps of CONUS, as well as with graphical analysis of the values assembled and 260 
quantified by elevation. The snow cover metrics generated for the gridded dataset summary 261 
include maximum SWE (mm), SCD (number of days), and dates of first accumulation, end of 262 
ablation, and maximum SWE (all expressed as day of water year or DOWY).  263 

First, for each water year from 1982 through 2020, these six snow cover metrics were 264 
derived annually from the UA SWE images that were originally imported into GEE with 365 daily 265 
values (bands) and an associated DOWY for each SWE value. For leap years during the period of 266 
study, the UA SWE images had 366 daily bands, including an additional SWE value for February 267 
29th, which was incorporated into calculations of the snow metrics for those years accordingly. 268 
New annual images were generated for each water year, each with six bands corresponding to the 269 
six summary values or metrics in each 4 km pixel; (1) max SWE, (2) SCD, (3) first accumulation, 270 
(4) last ablation, (5) max SWE date, and (6) a categorical flag if there was zero SWE (no snow) 271 
on April 1st. While calculating accumulation and ablation DOWY values, the last 45 days of the 272 
water year (15 August through 30 September) were excluded from consideration. This was to 273 
ensure that new events of early accumulation in late August or September were not mistakenly 274 
detected as false start of ablation dates. A late August start of accumulation date can occasionally 275 
occur at the highest elevations of some CONUS mountain ranges (Trujillo & Molotch, 2014).   276 

For very warm areas in southern CONUS, where grid cells never had a SWE value above 277 
zero for the entire year, these pixels were masked, making all values null for the six snow cover 278 
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metrics. Furthermore, areas with trace amounts of annual SWE, deemed negligible for our analysis, 279 
were also masked. Pixels were considered to have negligible snow cover and masked (assigned 280 
null values for the six metrics) if they contained three weeks (21 days) or fewer with SWE values 281 
greater than zero for a given water year for the annual maps (images). Within the regions 282 
containing significant annual SWE (more than 21 days), grid cells with a zero value for SWE on 283 
April 1st were extracted separately as an additional discrete categorical band. These pixels are of 284 
special interest, as they appear to contradict the nearly century-old convention (Burton, 1916; 285 
Cayan, 1996; Fisher, 1918) in the western US that April 1st SWE represents total seasonal 286 
accumulation and can be used as a surrogate for maximum seasonal snowpack (Bohr & Aguado, 287 
2001; Musselman et al., 2019; Wrzesien et al., 2017).   288 

The next step involved calculating the decadal and 30-year normal averages of the six snow 289 
cover metrics in order to generate summary maps for CONUS. Pixels with 21 days of snow cover 290 
or less in all ten years of a decade (all 30 years in the normal) were masked, given null values, and 291 
given the categorical label “negligible” in the decadal maps. Pixels with 21 days of snow cover or 292 
less annually, in five years or more (half the decade or more) were also masked and given null 293 
values in the decadal maps, but given a categorical label of “intermittent”. The “intermittent” 294 
threshold for the 30-year normal map is 15 years or more (half the normal period).  295 

Finally, we considered the remaining pixels that had at least six years and up to nine years 296 
with substantial snow cover (more than 21 days annually) important enough to have their snow 297 
metric values represented in the decadal maps. This was done by averaging values on years with 298 
substantial snow cover (more than 21 days) and leaving out the years that would have been labeled 299 
“negligible” on the annual maps (21 days of snow or less). We did not use zero values in the 300 
negligible pixels, opting instead to exclude them in the decadal average calculations by assigning 301 
null values, because this study focuses on changes over the study period in regions with seasonal 302 
snow cover. Regions with negligible or ephemeral snow cover don’t source enough of their annual 303 
water budget from snowpack to be of concern for this study.  304 

A similar approach was taken regarding the areas with zero SWE on April 1st for the 305 
decadal average and 30-year normal summary maps. The zero April 1st SWE band for the decadal 306 
images includes only those pixels with no SWE on April 1st for at least half the decade (5 years) 307 
or longer, within the areas deemed to have significant SWE (more than three weeks of SWE for 308 
more than half the decade). A 15-year threshold was employed for the 30-year normal zero April 309 
1st snow cover metric.  310 

Additionally, a modest collection of 82 in-situ snow cover observations, from six weather 311 
stations across CONUS were selected for use as an empirical spot check to ground-truth the zero 312 
April 1st UA SWE values. Each station is part of either the WBAN or SNOTEL station network 313 
(see section 2 Data Sources) and co-located within 4km grid cells of the UA dataset that had zero 314 
April 1st SWE for select years in each decade. Spot checks were performed in six grid cells across 315 
representative regions of CONUS with the corresponding weather station, including New England 316 
(WBAN Station USW00014764), the Northeast (WBAN Station USW00014733), Midwest 317 
(WBAN Station USW00014922), Rocky Mountains (SNOTEL Site 708), Sierra Nevada 318 
Mountains (SNOTEL Site 778), and the Pacific Northwest (SNOTEL Site 420). We validated 319 
whether or not on-the-ground stations reported no snow cover on April 1st in the same years as the 320 
UA SWE data.  321 
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The final component of our dataset-agnostic evaluation involved sub-setting maximum 322 
SWE (mm) and SCD (days) by elevation. The USGS 3DEP 10m DEM was partitioned into 200m 323 
and 400m wide elevation bands for the entire span of elevations across CONUS. Then the decadal 324 
average snow metrics located within each elevation band were averaged. Specifically, maximum 325 
SWE and SCD were averaged on the 200m elevation scale, with 21 bins from 0m to 4200m for 326 
each decade, while dates of accumulation, ablation, and maximum SWE were averaged on the 327 
400m elevation scale, with 10 bins per decade.       328 

3.2 Snow Regime Classification System  329 

To create the Snow Regime Classification system, SWE to precipitation ratios were 330 
calculated across CONUS, using the UA SWE and PRISM precipitation datasets and thresholding 331 
the numerical results into discrete classes. These discrete Snow Regime Classifications include 332 
rain dominated (RD), snow dominated (SD), transitional (R/S), and perennial snow (PS).  333 

The UA SWE files that were converted from NetCDF to GeoTIFF and uploaded into GEE 334 
as annual images, representing the daily values of SWE (in mm) for each water year from 1982 to 335 
2020, were utilized to derive the value for the numerator of the snow classification thresholding 336 
ratio. Tohver et al. (2014) used April 1st SWE values in this ratio to characterize hydrologic 337 
regimes of the PNW. Therefore, in this study, the April 1st SWE value from each water year of the 338 
analysis period (1982-2020) for each 4 km pixel across CONUS was extracted on a pixel by pixel 339 
basis for input into the classification ratio. Alternatively, a second approach was also engaged 340 
wherein a uniquely determined maximum annual value of SWE for each pixel across CONUS was 341 
also extracted on a pixel by pixel basis.  342 

For the denominator of this ratio, cumulative cool season (October through March) 343 
precipitation (also in mm) was calculated from the PRISM data for each water year of the analysis 344 
period in each 4 km pixel across CONUS. Next, the pixel-wise spatial calculation of SWE divided 345 
by cumulative precipitation was performed within each 4 km pixel across the entire spatial extent 346 
of CONUS as: 347 

𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜   
       

       Eqn. (1) 348 

This calculation was done for both April 1st and maximum SWE values. For each resultant spatial 349 
dataset of the ratios throughout CONUS, for each water year, a thresholding approach was applied 350 
in order to translate the numerical data into discrete categories for each snow regime class for the 351 
two ratio methods. Building upon classifications defined by Tohver et al. (2014) for RD, R/S, and 352 
SD, we also developed an additional classification for perennial snow (PS) areas.  The thresholds 353 
used in this study are: 354 

Ratio < 0.1: Rain Dominated (RD) 355 

Ratio = 0.1 to 0.4: Transitional (R/S) 356 

Ratio = 0.4 to 1.0: Snow Dominant (SD)  357 

Ratio > 1.0: Perennial Snow (PS) 358 

To further constrain the PS regime and increase its accuracy, areas with ratio values over 359 

1.0 were also verified by confirming that each pixel had at least 0.5mm of SWE on the first day of 360 

the water year (October 1st), as this is necessary for an area to be classified as having year-round 361 

snow cover. Areas with ratios over 1.0, but no SWE on October 1st were assigned ratio values of 362 
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0.9 and subsequently classified as SD instead. These areas were typically located in drier regions 363 

of CONUS with low precipitation represented by the PRISM data. The Snow Regime 364 

Classifications for CONUS, using the maximum SWE value ratio approach, are available for each 365 

year of the analysis as downloadable GeoTIFF files (see the link at the end of this document in 366 

Research Product Availability).  367 

The same approach taken for the annual classification maps was also employed to generate 368 
decadal average (and 30-year normal) classification maps. These representative maps are used to 369 
summarize the results of our study. Snow Regime Classification anomalies by decade were derived 370 
for both the April 1st SWE and maximum SWE ratio approaches. These anomalies were calculated 371 
as the departures from their respective 30-year normals for each decade and recognized as a shift 372 
in snow regime classification. For any 4km pixel in each decade, if the classification did not match 373 
that of the respective 30-year normal, it was considered an anomaly and also characterized as a 374 
shift to either a warmer class with a greater proportion of liquid precipitation or a colder class with 375 
more solid precipitation. Essentially, this means that changes from RD to R/S or SD, and from R/S 376 
to SD mean more solid precipitation. Changes from SD to R/S or RD, and from R/S to RD mean 377 
a shift to more liquid precipitation.  378 

3.3 SWE Input Data Comparison  379 

We also performed a comparison of spatial extents for Snow Regime Classifications across 380 
CONUS using both the April 1st SWE and maximum SWE. Areas of the pertinent classifications 381 
in each decadal map, including RD, R/S, and SD, were calculated in m2 for both SWE to cool 382 
season precipitation ratios, along with their respective 30-year normals. PS areas were found to be 383 
relatively small for CONUS in the average decadal maps, and therefore, not reported here. Percent 384 
departures in area from the 30-year normal were calculated for each class in each decade, for both 385 
ratio approaches. The percent departures were calculated as: 386 

% Area Departures = Class AreaDecadal Avg – Class Area30-yr Norm    * 100%        Eqn. (2) 387 
Class Area30-yr Norm 388 

 To aid in the interpretation of the percent departures in area from the 30-year normal for 389 
the snow regime classifications, a temperature analysis was performed using gridded temperature 390 
from the PRISM dataset. Daily mean air temperatures in each 4 km grid cell were taken directly 391 
from PRISM and averaged over both annual and cool season (October through March) temporal 392 
extents. Then overall average annual air temperatures across CONUS were calculated for each 393 
water year in our study period (1982-2020), as well as for each decade, and the 30-year normal 394 
(1991-2020). The same was also done for the cool season months only. For each water year, 395 
temperature anomalies were then calculated as the departures from the 30-year normal as well as 396 
from the respective decadal average. These anomalies were calculated for both annual and cool 397 
season average air temperatures for each water year. Certain years were highlighted if air 398 
temperatures could have contributed to differences in spatial extents of certain snow regime 399 
classifications from decade to decade. This was done by targeting anomalies that were more than 400 
0.9 degrees Celsius colder or warmer for either the annual or cool season statistics.  401 

Finally, a comparison of the raw numerical results from the calculations of the two ratio 402 
approaches was done. Two numerical values, one each for the April 1st and maximum SWE to 403 
cumulative cool season precipitation ratios, were calculated in each 4km pixel for each decadal 404 
average SWE and precipitation value, as well as for the 30-year normal. In other words, the 405 
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spatially distributed calculations resulted in each pixel across CONUS containing 10 values. Maps 406 
of these ratio calculations for each decade and the 30-year normal (before they were thresholded 407 
into the discrete categorical snow regimes) were segmented by HUC02 WBD across CONUS. 408 
Within each HUC02 area, further sub-setting of the region was done by 200m elevation bands 409 
using the USGS 3DEP 10m DEM. For each elevation band within each HUC02, the ratio values 410 
were averaged for both the April 1st and maximum SWE methods of calculation. This was done 411 
for each decade and the 30-year normal. The results of assembling and averaging the raw numerical 412 
values in this manner were then compared graphically for the two ratio techniques employed in 413 
this study.   414 

 415 

4 Results 416 

4.1 Gridded SWE Dataset Evaluation  417 

The UA SWE included decadal average maps used as spatial summaries for several snow 418 
cover metrics derived from the SWE information. An overview, summarized across the large 419 
spatial extent of CONUS, for the 1980s through the 2010s and for the 30-year normal, includes 420 
maps of maximum SWE values in mm (Figure 1a), SCD in number of days (Figure 1b), first date 421 
of snow accumulation (DOWY) (Figure 2a), and last date of snow ablation (DOWY) (Figure 2b).  422 
These maps also show regions of CONUS deemed as having intermittent snow cover, which 423 
included areas with less than 3 weeks of SWE annually for at least half the decade (5 years) or at 424 
least 15 years for the 30-year normal (Figure 1b).  425 

Another snow metric used to describe and evaluate the UA SWE dataset was the spatial 426 
extent of areas with zero SWE values on April 1st for at least half the decade (5 years). For the 427 
decadal average maps, the zero April 1st SWE areas were found within regions of CONUS with 428 
significant snow cover (Figure 3). An on-the-ground spot check was also performed for the zero 429 
April 1st SWE maps, to see if a small collection of in-situ weather stations were also reporting no 430 
snow cover on the same dates in the same locations (Figure 3). A small sample of 82 UA pixels 431 
reporting zero April 1st SWE were used in this spot check. The pixels are distributed temporally 432 
over the four decades in our study period and spatially across CONUS at six pixels co-located with 433 
six weather stations (Figure 3). We found an 83% agreement between the modeled and 434 
observational data points with 62 weather station observations confirming that there was no snow 435 
cover out of the 82 UA SWE pixels indicating the same (Figure 3). Since the CONUS-wide maps 436 
span such a large spatial domain, a brief visual evaluation shows magnitudes of values staying 437 
somewhat geographically stable throughout the decades. However, upon closer inspection, these 438 
snow metrics vary significantly at the regional scale, from decade to decade (Figures 1, 2, and 3).  439 

Animated movies of annual maps of these snow cover metrics across CONUS for the 39 440 
water-year study period (1982 to 2020) can be viewed in Supporting Information for Changing 441 
Snow Regime Classifications across the Contiguous United States. In the supporting information, 442 
annual maps of maximum SWE values, maximum SWE dates, SCD, first date of snow 443 
accumulation, last date of snow ablation, and areas with zero April 1st SWE, are listed as Data Sets 444 
S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6, respectively.     445 

 446 

 447 
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 448 
Figure 1. Average maximum SWE (a) and average snow cover duration (b) by decade and by 30-year normal from 449 
the per pixel analysis of the UA SWE. Negligible snow cover includes pixels with less than 3 weeks of SWE annually 450 
for half the decade (5 years) or longer (15 yrs for 30-yr norm). Intermittent snow cover shows pixels within the 451 
negligible region that had at least one year with more than 3 weeks of SWE. 452 
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 453 
Figure 2. First date of snow accumulation (a) and last date of snow cover ablation (b) by decade and by 30-year 454 
normal from the per pixel analysis of the UA SWE. Negligible snow cover includes pixels with less than 3 weeks of 455 
SWE annually for half the decade (5 years) or longer (15 years for 30-yr normal). 456 
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 457 
 458 
Figure 3. Areas with zero SWE on April 1st by decade and by 30-year normal (1991-2020), resultant from per pixel 459 
analysis of the UA data. Negligible snow cover includes pixels with less than 3 weeks of SWE annually for half the 460 
decade (5 years) or longer, while Significant includes those for 4 years or less. Zero April 1st SWE areas include pixels 461 
with SWE equal to zero on April 1st for half the decade (5 years) or longer, within the significant snow cover areas. A 462 
15 year threshold for the 30-year normal was used for both negligible and zero April 1st snow cover. The chart indicates 463 
empirical spot checks for select weather stations in zero April 1st UA SWE areas.  A “Y” indicates there is agreement 464 
between the UA SWE pixel and the observational location, while an “N” indicates there is not agreement. 465 
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    The final evaluation of the UA SWE involved quantitative graphical analysis of average 466 
decadal and 30-year normal snow metrics by elevation, including maximum SWE (mm) and SCD 467 
(days), and dates of first accumulation, end of ablation, and maximum SWE (all in DOWY) 468 
(Figure 4). In Figure 4a, maximum SWE and SCD are shown in the graph to vary by 200m 469 
elevation band, while in Figure 4b, the decadal average and 30-year normal start of accumulation 470 
and end of ablation dates are displayed as bar graphs for each decade, within each 400m elevation 471 
band. Also seen in Figure 4b is the 30-year normal maximum SWE for each 400m band.  472 

 473 

Figure 4. Decadal and 30-year normal (1991-2020) per pixel analysis of the UA SWE dataset by elevation bands. (a) 474 
Average max SWE values (mm) and SCD (days) by 200m band. (b) Average start of accumulation, end of ablation, 475 
and max SWE dates (days) by 400m band. Note: lines in (a) do not reach zero on elevation axis (y-axis) because each 476 
SWE value is an average per band, therefore SWE values are placed in middle, i.e. at 100m for 0m to 200m. Also note 477 
values are averaged across pixels meeting the minimum decadal SCD (≥ 3 weeks SWE annually, ≥ 5 years / decade).   478 
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4.2 Snow Regime Classification System  479 

The results of the Snow Regime Classification, using the dual approach of April 1st and 480 
maximum SWE over precipitation ratios for thresholding, yielded quite different results for the 481 
two methods. These differences are evident in the divergent spatial extents of the snow regime 482 
classes in both the decadal averages (Figure 5) and the 30-year normal (Figure 6). The snow 483 
regime class anomalies (Figure 7), i.e., the departures from their respective 30-year normal classes 484 
(Figure 6), are categorized by the shift in precipitation phase (proportionally more liquid or solid 485 
precipitation than the 30-year normal). RD to R/S or SD, and R/S to SD mean a shift to more solid 486 
precipitation. SD to R/S or RD, and R/S to RD mean a shift to more liquid precipitation.  487 

 488 
Figure 5. Snow Regime Classification by decade using (a) April 1st SWE / cumulative cool season precipitation (Oct 489 
through Mar) and (b) Maximum SWE / cumulative cool season precipitation (Oct through Mar) as thresholding ratios 490 
for the regime classes of rain dominated (RD), transitional (R/S), snow dominated (SD), and perennial snow (PS).   491 
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 492 
Figure 6. Thirty-year normal (1991-2020) Snow Regime Classifications derived from (a) April 1st SWE / cumulative 493 
cool season precipitation (Oct through Mar), and (b) Maximum SWE / cumulative cool season precipitation (Oct 494 
through Mar). Ratios were used for thresholding the regime classes of rain dominated (RD), transitional (R/S), snow 495 
dominated (SD), and perennial snow (PS).   496 

 497 
Figure 7. Snow Regime Classification Anomalies in (a) April 1st SWE ratio and (b) Maximum SWE ratio approaches. 498 
Departures from 30-year normals by shift in class; RD to R/S or SD, and R/S to SD indicate a shift to more solid 499 
precipitation. SD to R/S or RD, and R/S to RD indicate a shift to more liquid precipitation.  500 
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Animations of annual Snow Regime Classifications for the study period (1982 to 2020) 501 
can be viewed in Supporting Information for Changing Snow Regime Classifications across the 502 
Contiguous United States, using the thresholding ratios of April 1st  and maximum SWE over 503 
cumulative cool season precipitation (Oct through Mar), as Data Sets S7 and S8, respectively.   504 

4.3 SWE Input Data Comparison 505 

Results of the quantitative evaluation for each of the two thresholding ratio techniques for 506 
generating the Snow Regime Classifications include a comparison of calculated areal extents for 507 
the RD, R/S, and SD classes in each decade (Figure 8), a temperature analysis using the PRISM 508 
dataset (Figure 9), and a comparison of the numerical results from the ratio calculations per 509 
elevation band in relevant HUC2 regions (Figure 10). In Figure 8, the decadal anomalies, or 510 
percent departures from 30-year normals, in snow regime class extents, indicate a continued 511 
decrease in SD areas for both the April 1st and maximum SWE ratio methods, during the 1980s, 512 
1990s, and 2000s, with a rebound in the 2010s. In Figure 9, the last decade in our study period 513 
(2010s), also shows the most variation in PRISM derived average air temperatures from the 30-514 
year normals. For both year-round (12 month) annual average air temperatures across CONUS, as 515 
well as for cool season (October through March) annual average air temperatures, there are more 516 
anomalies (departures from their respective normals) than in any other decade. 517 

 518 

 519 
 520 
Figure 8. Percent departures in areal extents from the 30-year normals (1991-2020) for the pertinent Snow Regime 521 
Classifications (RD – rain dominated, R/S – transitional, and SD – snow dominated) as a comparison between the two 522 
ratio thresholding techniques; April 1st SWE ratio vs. Maximum SWE ratio. 523 
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 524 
Figure 9. PRISM temperature analysis for water years 1981 to 2020 across CONUS, with annual averages compared 525 
to cool season (Oct through Mar) averages and respective 30-year (1991 – 2020) average temperatures. Air 526 
temperature anomalies (departures from 30 year normal) show values deviating by 0.9 degrees Celsius or more. 527 

The map at the top of Figure 10, in the upper left corner, shows the locations of each of 528 
the 18 USGS HUC2 regions that make up CONUS. Below this map are the results of regional, 529 
elevation dependent analyses of the SWE to precipitation ratio calculations for 15 of the 18 530 
HUC2s. HUC2-03 South Atlantic-Gulf, HUC2-08 Lower Mississippi, and HUC2-12 Texas-Gulf 531 
regions, covering Southeast CONUS and the Gulf of Mexico, had negligible SWE and were not 532 
included (Figure 10).  533 

These ratios are the quantitative values that were thresholded to derive the Snow Regime 534 
Classifications (Figures 5 and 6). In Figure 10, we sub-set the pixel values spatially by HUC2 535 
and temporally by decade (or 30-year normal). For each HUC2 region and decade (or 30-year 536 
normal), the pixels were then sub-set further by 200m elevation band. The two ratio values in each 537 
pixel falling into each group (sorted by elevation band, HUC2, and decade) are averaged and 538 
plotted in Figure 10 by elevation gradient. Each graph, representing its temporal and spatial 539 
location within the data stack, depicts average values of the two ratios and how they vary by 540 
elevation. The averaged point values in each 200m elevation range (bin) are connected by lines; 541 
with average April 1st SWE ratios in green and average maximum SWE ratios in blue (Figure 10).  542 

Raw values of the April 1st SWE ratios are smaller than those of the maximum SWE ratios. 543 
However, both sets of values increase with elevation at roughly similar rates; meaning an increase 544 
in SWE relative to the respective cool season precipitation in most pixels. Exceptions to this 545 
interpretation occur within HUC2-01 New England, HUC2-05 Ohio, and HUC2-07 Upper 546 
Mississippi. These particular HUC2 regions, unlike the rest of CONUS, display a backward trend 547 
in ratio values at their uppermost elevations, consistently across the decades.548 
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 549 

Figure 10a. SWE to cumulative precipitation ratios for two approaches; decadal averages and 30 year normals per 200m elevation bin in relevant HUC2 regions.  550 
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 551 

Figure 10b. SWE to cumulative precipitation ratios for two approaches; decadal averages and 30 year normals per 200m elevation bin in relevant HUC2 regions.  552 
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 553 

Figure 10c. SWE to cumulative precipitation ratios for two approaches; decadal averages and 30 year normals per 200m elevation bin in relevant HUC2 regions.  554 
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 555 

Figure 10d. SWE to cumulative precipitation ratios for two approaches; decadal averages and 30 year normals per 200m elevation bin in relevant HUC2 regions.  556 
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5 Discussion 557 

5.1 Gridded SWE Dataset Evaluation  558 

The dataset evaluation includes decadal summary maps of CONUS for average maximum 559 
SWE and SCD (Figure 1), as well as for first date of accumulation and last date of ablation (Figure 560 
2). These maps also show regions with negligible snow cover (less than 3 weeks of SWE annually 561 
for at least half the decade) (Figures 1 and 2) and regions with intermittent snow cover (within 562 
negligible regions, at least one year with more than 3 weeks of SWE) (Figure 1b). Since these 563 
maps span all of CONUS, a brief glance shows values staying fairly stable throughout time, 564 
however, there are significant variations over time at the regional scale (Figures 1 and 2). Over 565 
our 40-year study period, analysis of the UA SWE data indicate an overall decline in average 566 
decadal maximum SWE values in several large regions of CONUS, from the 1980’s through the 567 
2000’s, with a slight increase in maximum SWE in the 2010’s (Figure 1a). Trends in declining 568 
snowpack across CONUS, seen in this study’s analyses, align with observations from previous 569 
studies (Abatzoglou, 2011; Brown, 2000; Knowles, 2015; Mote et al., 2005, 2018) in regions such 570 
as the Northeast / New England (Scott et al., 2008), over the Northern Great Plains (Fassnacht et 571 
al., 2016), across the Rocky Mountains (Pederson et al., 2013), and in the Pacific Northwest (Mote 572 
et al., 2008; Vano et al., 2015) (Figure 1).  573 

Another snow metric used to evaluate the UA SWE dataset with decadal summary maps 574 
was the spatial extent of areas with zero SWE values on April 1st for at least half the decade (5 575 
years), within regions of CONUS with significant snow cover (Figure 3).   These zero April 1st 576 
SWE areas are highlighted because they seem to contradict the convention in the western US that 577 
April 1st SWE represents total maximum seasonal snowpack accumulation (Bohr & Aguado, 2001; 578 
Musselman et al., 2019; Wrzesien et al., 2017). According to the UA SWE data, there was no snow 579 
cover on April 1st over various years in the 1980s, 1990s, 2000s, and 2010s, at the Portland Airport 580 
WBAN station (Maine, elevation: 14 m asl); the Buffalo Niagara Airport WBAN (New York, elev: 581 
211m); the Minneapolis St. Paul Airport WBAN (Minnesota, elev: 255m); as well as at the 582 
Quemazon SNOTEL site (New Mexico, elev: 2898m); the Spratt Creek SNOTEL (California, 583 
elev: 1848m); and at the Cougar Mountain SNOTEL (Washington, elev: 975m) (Figure 3).  For 584 
the six in-situ weather stations, the UA SWE data indicated one to four years of zero April 1st snow 585 
cover per decade at each station; totaling 18 data points in the 1980s, 19 in the 1990s, 23 in the 586 
2000s, 22 in the 2010s, and an overall total of 82 modeled data points (Figure 3). On the ground 587 
“spot checks” at each station for each year resulted in a 93% agreement between observational and 588 
modeled data at the New England (Portland, ME) station, 100% agreement at the Northeast 589 
(Buffalo, NY) station, 94% in the Midwest at the Minneapolis, MN station, 73% at the Rocky 590 
Mountain (Quemazon, NM) SNOTEL site, 100% at the Spratt Creek SNOTEL in the Sierra 591 
Nevadas, CA, and only 31% at Pacific Northwest (Cougar Mountain, WA) SNOTEL (Figure 3).  592 

In using the metric of zero April 1st SWE for the relatively small, sample group of 82 data 593 
points, as an evaluation tool for the UA SWE, we found agreement between the modeled data and 594 
the empirical data for 68 out of the 82 observations. This equates to an overall 83% agreement 595 
rate.  Agreement rates at the SNOTEL sites across western CONUS were generally lower than 596 
those at the WBAN stations located in the Northeast and Midwest, with Cougar Mountain 597 
SNOTEL having the lowest agreement rate. When considering this sample of observational snow 598 
cover data, it is important to note that the SNOTEL sites in the western CONUS are often located 599 
in areas with preferential snow collecting capacity, as compared to the surrounding terrain. In 600 
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2021, a US Army Corps of Engineers report on Willow Creek in Idaho found that in extreme cases, 601 
some SNOTEL sites are located in tree islands with very poor representation of spatial average 602 
snow cover characteristics of the surrounding region (Giovando et al., 2021). This could account 603 
for more frequent snow cover on April 1st at the SNOTEL sites and lower agreements with the UA 604 
SWE data.     605 

Similar to trends in maximum SWE values, our analysis of the UA data SCD indicates a 606 
decline in the number of snow days per pixel in each decadal average over the 40-year study period 607 
(Figure 1b), although the rate of decrease in number of snow covered days is less pronounced than 608 
the rate of decrease in maximum SWE values (Figure 4a).  Average decadal maximum SWE and 609 
snow cover duration are also quantified and segmented by elevation band in Figure 4a. All decades 610 
and both metrics tend to increase proportional to elevation. For elevations under about 2,000m, all 611 
decades have similar values, comparatively, within each of the two snow cover metric datasets 612 
(Figure 4a). There is a value spread for both maximum SWE and SCD above the 2,000m elevation 613 
line, with the rate of spread generally increasing as elevation increases (Figure 4a). In 2018, Zeng 614 
et al. quantified and evaluated the UA SWE dataset and found that annual maximum SWE 615 
decreased by 41% on average for 13% of snowy pixels over the western US. They also found that 616 
annual SCD was shortened significantly by 34 days in 9% of the snowy pixels, with cool season 617 
(October through March) temperature and accumulated precipitation explaining the variability of 618 
1st April SWE values over the western US and temperature alone as the primary influence on 1st 619 
April SWE in the eastern US (Zeng et al., 2018).       620 

An alternative approach to showing the direct proportionality between SCD and elevation, 621 
is the evaluation of accumulation and ablation dates (Figure 2, Figure 4b). These two season 622 
markers generally tend to spread further away from each other, temporally, with increase in 623 
elevation. Within each elevation band, SCD varies slightly from decade to decade, with the 1980s 624 
and 1990s generally being at least several days longer than the 2000s and 2010s above 2,000m 625 
elevation (Figure 4b). The increase in SCD by elevation appears to be weighted on the end of 626 
season ablation dates. In other words, start of accumulation dates at the highest elevation band 627 
(3,600m – 4,200m), for all decades, are roughly 55 days earlier than those at the lowest elevation 628 
band (0m – 400m) (Figure 4b). Meanwhile, end of ablation dates at the highest elevation occur 629 
more than 100 days later than those at the lowest elevation, with ablation dates tending to vary 630 
more per decade than accumulation dates, within a given elevation band (Figure 4b). Analogous 631 
to the line graph in Figure 4a, the 30-year normal maximum SWE date shown in Figure 4b is 632 
relatively equal for each elevation band below 2,000m, and above that, maximum SWE increases 633 
with increase in elevation. Also, end of ablation dates are generally on or before April 1st below 634 
2,000m and substantially later than that above this elevation (Figure 4a). 635 

One reason why ablation dates tended to vary more per decade than accumulation dates 636 
could be related to annual changes in the diurnal cycle across CONUS. In our study area, 637 
accumulation begins relatively close to the winter solstice when hours of daylight are minimized.  638 
This results in low shortwave radiation inputs, when slight daily increases in average air 639 
temperature do not have a substantial impact on the snowpack (Garen & Marks, 2005). During this 640 
time of the year, small increases in sensible heat do not substantially impact the energy balance. 641 
Conversely, in the spring, daylight hours are increasing and a larger component of the energy 642 
balance equation consists of shortwave inputs. At this time, the snowpack is isothermal and small 643 
changes in sensible heat input can result in earlier and more rapid melt onset (Liston & Elder, 644 
2006).  645 
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For both the maximum SWE and SCD, there are larger variations between decadal 646 
averages at higher elevations.  The maximum spread between decadal traces is at approximately 647 
4,000 m in elevation (Figure 4a).  The DOWY start of accumulation varied more at lower 648 
elevations compared to the higher elevation bands.  In contrast, the DOWY for the end of ablation 649 
was more variable between decades at the higher elevation bands (Figure 4b). A potential reason 650 
for this larger change between decades at higher elevations is that snow cover in these elevation 651 
bins tends to be seasonal, and therefore, the snowpack is subjected to longer ablation periods 652 
(Garen & Marks, 2005).  Thus if late winter and early spring temperatures are changing, maximum 653 
accumulation could be impacted by climate change (with more precipitation occurring as rainfall).  654 
In contrast, lower elevation locations usually melt over a relatively compressed period earlier in 655 
the year and may not be impacted as much by increasing temperatures (Marks et al., 1999). 656 

5.2 Snow Regime Classification System  657 

The Snow Regime Classification system uses the gridded climate data (PRISM 658 
precipitation and UA SWE) to calculate ratios of SWE divided by cumulative cool season (October 659 
through March) precipitation using the dual approach of April 1st and maximum SWE. When the 660 
two ratios are thresholded into discrete classes, the results across CONUS are fairly different 661 
(Figures 5 and 6). Generally, the most southern regions of CONUS have class agreement as RD 662 
(SWE / precipitation ratio < 0.1) between the two ratio techniques. The Cascade, Rocky, and Sierra 663 
Nevada mountain ranges in Western CONUS also generally have the same classification, SD (0.4 664 
< SWE / precipitation ratio < 1.0), with either ratio. However, the spatial extents of the snow 665 
regime classifications across these mountain ranges, when comparing the use of April 1st vs. 666 
maximum SWE, vary significantly (Figures 5 and 6). 667 

While the spatial variability within the actual classifications between the two ratio 668 
approaches is substantial, that of the classification anomalies appears to be in somewhat better 669 
agreement. Both the April 1st and maximum SWE generated classes tend to have more solid 670 
precipitation than their respective 30-year normals in the mountain west of CONUS in the 1980’s, 671 
as well as a swath of more liquid precipitation than the normal in the middle northern CONUS 672 
Dakotas region during the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s (Figure 7). That same region also moves back 673 
towards more solid precipitation than the 30-year normal for both ratio methods in the 2010s 674 
(Figure 7). However, using the maximum SWE approach yields an additional set of anomalies 675 
that can be seen as a band of mixed solid and liquid precipitation phase shifts, which stretch across 676 
mid-west CONUS and are not evident with the April 1st SWE approach (Figure 7). Overall, the 677 
results of the Snow Regime Classification system indicate that previously SD areas have shifted 678 
to the R/S classification over the 40-year study period, with boundary lines moving up in latitude. 679 
These results are supported by previous studies that also found snow dominated regimes across 680 
CONUS to be declining (Barnett et al., 2005, 2008; Knowles et al., 2006; Mantua et al., 2010).  681 

Our results are consistent with several key findings of the Fourth National Climate 682 
Assessment (NCA4): that Northern Hemisphere spring snow cover extent, North America 683 
maximum snow depth, SWE in the western US, and extreme snowfall years in the southern and 684 
western US have all declined, while extreme snowfall years in parts of the northern US have 685 
increased (USGCRP, 2017). Projections indicate large declines in snowpack in the western US 686 
and shifts to more precipitation falling as rain than snow in the cold season in many parts of the 687 
central and eastern US (USGCRP, 2017). These declines in snowpack extent, depth, and SWE are 688 
likely due to warming air temperatures that have been observed across CONUS for at least the last 689 
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60 years. The frequency of heat waves has increased since the mid-1960s, with the number of high 690 
temperature records set in the past two decades far exceeding the number of low temperature 691 
records (USGCRP, 2017).   692 

5.3 SWE Input Data Comparison 693 

In order to compare the two ratio thresholding approaches for generating the Snow Regime 694 
Classifications across CONUS, the quantitative evaluation includes a coverage area comparison 695 
of the RD, R/S, and SD classifications (Figure 8), a PRISM temperature analysis (Figure 9), and 696 
a comparison of the ratio calculation results per 200m elevation band in HUC2 regions across 697 
CONUS (Figure 10). Percent departures in classification areas from their respective 30-year 698 
normals show a decrease in SD regimes for both ratio methods during the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, 699 
with an increase following in the 2010s (Figure 8). RD areas displayed an analogous and opposite 700 
trend across the same time periods, i.e., increased for the first three decades, then decreased over 701 
the latest (Figure 8). For the transitional R/S regions with both ratio methods, percent departures 702 
in area decreased between the 1980’s and 1990s, but generally increased during the remainder of 703 
the study period (Figure 8). The April 1st SWE and maximum SWE methods show similar decadal 704 
anomalies for RD, but frequently differ in both direction and percentage for R/S and SD areas 705 
(Figure 8). Areas across CONUS that have experienced increases in R/S regimes since the early 706 
2000s are at particular risk for RoS flooding because snow cover in transitional regions is 707 
frequently at or near freezing. When liquid precipitation reaches an isothermal snowpack, it 708 
requires less energy for phase change and the snowpack easily melts, adding to runoff (Marks et 709 
al., 1998; Mazurkiewicz et al., 2008; Würzer et al., 2016). Additionally, because R/S regimes have 710 
warmer winters, RoS events are more likely, as cool season precipitation has a higher chance of 711 
falling as rain instead of snow (López-Moreno et al., 2021).      712 

     These trends for the anomalies in both the classification areal extents (Figure 8), as well 713 
as in the class precipitation phase shifts (Figure 7), may be explained, at least in part, by changes 714 
in air temperatures across CONUS during the study time period (Figure 9). The annual and cool 715 
season average air temperatures indicate more anomalous shifts towards the cold in the 1980’s and 716 
1990’s (Figure 9), which appears to manifest in more solid precipitation during those decades 717 
(Figures 7 and 8). However, by the 2010s, air temperature anomalies indicate warmer annual 718 
averages, as well as strikingly warmer winters (cool seasons) (Figure 9). Yet the snow 719 
classifications show a shift back to colder regimes during this same time period in the 2010s 720 
(Figures 7 and 8). While the 2010s may have had the warmest winter anomalies (> 0.9o C), this 721 
decade also had the same number of coldest winter season anomalies as in the 1980s and 2000s 722 
(Figure 9). Over the 40 year study period, annual average air temperatures diverged from the 30-723 
year normal the most in the 2010s, indicating a potential for greater variability in winter season 724 
temperatures during this decade (Figure 9).   725 

In the comparison of the numerical results of the ratio calculations, using either of the two 726 
approaches, it can be seen that ratio values mostly increase at higher elevations, except for the 727 
HUC2-05 Ohio Region. At the very highest elevation bands, the ratio values slightly decrease in 728 
HUC2-01 New England, HUC2-07 Upper Mississippi, HUC2-16 Great Basin, HUC2-18 729 
California, and for April 1st SWE ratios only in HUC2-10 Missouri and HUC2-11 Arkansas-730 
White-Red (Figure 10). The graphical analysis of the ratio calculations, assembled and averaged 731 
by HUC02 WBD and by 200m elevation bands, show that the maximum SWE approach 732 
consistently yields larger values than the April 1st SWE approach (Figure 10). However, the values 733 
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from both ratio techniques vary by elevation band with similar patterns. Only the HUC2-06 734 
Tennessee region appears to have ratio values that do not vary correspondingly between the two 735 
approaches (Figure 10).  736 

Changes in Snow Regimes in arid and semi-arid regions where snow is critical for 737 
municipal and/or agricultural water supply are becoming increasingly salient across western 738 
CONUS (P. W. Mote et al., 2018; Pederson et al., 2013). Some of these regions include the HUC2-739 
13 Rio Grande, HUC2-14 Upper Colorado, HUC2-15 Lower Colorado, and HUC2-16 Great Basin 740 
regions (Figures 10c, 10d). Trends in ratio values for these areas appear to show slight decreases 741 
in values at comparable elevations over the decades across the study period. Another way to frame 742 
this is that the same ratio values are moving up slightly in elevation over time (Figures 10c, 10d). 743 
This could mean a decrease in SD areas and an increase in R/S and RD areas. If less of the overall 744 
water budget in these regions is being stored as snowpack, this could shift the timing of peak runoff 745 
to earlier in the water year, as well as decreasing the magnitude of the peak, with more moisture 746 
arriving in the watershed via warm season rains and less as spring snowmelt. Such changes could 747 
impact water resource management in these areas of the arid west.       748 

In flood prone areas of CONUS, such as the HUC2-07 Upper Mississippi Region, decadal 749 
changes in ratio values by elevation indicate a general trend toward higher ratio values above 500 750 
meters over time (Figure 10b). This trend is most consistent over the decades for the April 1st 751 
SWE ratio approach in the Upper Mississippi, although there is also an abrupt change in this 752 
direction between the 2000s and 2010s for the maximum SWE ratio technique (Figure 10b). In 753 
this HUC2, ratios indicate that the region is generally classified as transitional (R/S), with ratio 754 
values above 500m occurring on the lower side of the R/S range. As ratio values above this 755 
elevation start to increase over the decades, they are approaching the SD classification. Such 756 
temporal changes could shift the timing and magnitude of runoff in this region, and increase 757 
potential rain-on-snow flooding from extreme rainfall events occurring over a thin, temperate 758 
snowpack (Musselman et al., 2018). Such events may be influenced by climactic changes 759 
dependent on topographic variables occurring over time (López-Moreno et al., 2021; McCabe et 760 
al., 2007), such as is seen in the ratio values in the Upper Mississippi (Figure 10b).  761 

Some areas where there is a substantial divergence between the results from the April 1st 762 
and maximum SWE ratio approaches include the HUC2-02 Mid-Atlantic, HUC2-05 Ohio, and 763 
HUC2-06 Tennessee regions (Figures 10a, 10b). These eastern regions of CONUS have a lower 764 
range of elevations (0m to 1600m) as compared those in the west (0m to about 4,000m). The Mid-765 
Atlantic, Ohio, and Tennessee regions display a larger difference in ratio values between the two 766 
techniques, however this is only relative, as the range of ratios is smaller across a less variable 767 
elevation range. Overall, differences in ratios are roughly 0.2, which is similar to regions in western 768 
CONUS (Figures 10c, 10d).     769 

Decreases in the ratio values for both approaches are evident at higher elevations for the 770 
HUC2-01 New England, HUC2-05 Ohio, HUC2-07 Upper Mississippi, and HUC2-15 Lower 771 
Colorado regions (Figure 10). Additionally, in these regions for the 2010s, ratio values at these 772 
elevations tend to diverge from each other more. One contributing factor to inconsistencies in these 773 
trends at higher elevations could be an implicit data scarcity issue, as there are fewer weather 774 
stations at these elevations across CONUS and therefore less observational data were available to 775 
calibrate both the PRISM and UA models. For example, in HUC2-15 Lower Colorado Region, the 776 
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highest elevations are at the southern end of the watershed, which might explain the double-back 777 
pattern in the lines (Figure 10d). 778 

Overall, anomalies in snow dominated extent, compared to the 30-year normal, decreased 779 
in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, while those of rain dominated increased. Such decadal climatic 780 
shifts and changes in snow hydrologic regimes for CONUS over the last 40 years have been 781 
observed in other studies (Musselman et al., 2018). The connection between changes in the snow 782 
regime classifications over the 40-year study period are likely partly dependent on climate-driven 783 
changes in air temperatures (McCabe et al., 2007), which influence snowpack behavior like timing 784 
of melt and persistence (Heggli et al., 2022; Marks et al., 1998, 1999; Singh et al., 1997).   785 

 786 

6 Conclusions 787 

As the climate continues to change, regions across CONUS are experiencing rapid snow 788 
regime shifts that test the design limits of water resource infrastructure. Communities and 789 
economies dependent on this infrastructure are becoming more and more at risk of negative 790 
impacts from extreme hydrologic events due to changing snowmelt patterns. Therefore, this study 791 
uses a new geo-spatial snow regime classification system, based on the ratio of maximum SWE to 792 
cool season precipitation, to track climate driven changes in snow hydrology across CONUS over 793 
40 years (1981 – 2020). The snow regime classes include: (1) rain dominated (RD), (2) snow 794 
dominated (SD), (3) transitional (R/S), or (4) perennial snow (PS).  795 

Results indicate that average snow cover duration generally became shorter in each decade 796 
over the 40-year period, with the rate of decline increasing with elevation. Anomalies in SD 797 
extents, compared to the 30-year normal (1991 – 2020), decreased in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, 798 
while anomalies of RD extents increased. Also, previously SD areas have shifted to the transitional 799 
classification (R/S) over the 40-year study period, with boundary lines moving up in latitude. As 800 
CONUS water and land managers and government agencies find the need to adapt to a changing 801 
climate, geospatial classification, such as our snow regime approach, could be a critical tool. 802 
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Code Availability: 849 
Codes for the evaluation of the UA SWE dataset and for generating and evaluating the Snow 850 
Regime Classifications for CONUS are available at: 851 
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Key Points: 8 

 Average snow cover duration generally became shorter in each decade over the 40-year 9 
period from 1980 to 2020, with the rate of decline increasing with elevation.  10 

 CONUS-wide areal extents of snow dominated regions decreased from the 1980s through 11 
the 1990s and 2000s, while those of rain dominated increased.  12 

 Previously snow dominated areas have shifted to the transitional classification over the 40-13 
year period, with the boundary lines moving up in latitude.  14 
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Abstract 15 

Much of the world’s water resource infrastructure was designed for specific regional snowmelt 16 
regimes under the assumption of a stable climate. However, as climate continues to change, this 17 
infrastructure is experiencing rapid regime shifts that test design limits. These changing snowmelt 18 
cycles are responsible for extreme hydrologic events occurring across the Contiguous United 19 
States (CONUS), such as river flooding from rain-on-snow, which puts infrastructure and 20 
communities at risk. Our study uses a new spatial snow regime classification system to track 21 
climate driven changes in snow hydrology across CONUS over 40 years (1981 – 2020). Using 22 
cloud-based computing and reanalysis data, regime classes are calculated annually, with changes 23 
evaluated across decadal and 30-year normal time scales. The snow regime classification 24 
designates areas across CONUS as: (1) rain dominated (RD), (2) snow dominated (SD), (3) 25 
transitional (R/S), or (4) perennial snow (PS). Classifications are thresholded using a ratio of 26 
maximum snow water equivalent (SWE) over accumulated cool-season precipitation, with a 27 
comparison of two approaches for selecting maximum SWE. Results indicate that average snow 28 
cover duration generally became shorter in each decade over our evaluation period, with rates of 29 
decline increasing at higher elevations. Anomalies in SD spatial extents, compared to the 30-year 30 
normal, decreased over the first three decades, while anomalies in RD extents increased. Also, 31 
previously SD areas have shifted to R/S, with boundary lines moving up in latitude. As water 32 
managers adapt to a changing climate, geospatial classification, such as this snow regime 33 
approach, may be a critical tool.  34 

Plain Language Summary 35 

As climate change continues, the United States is experiencing rapid shifts in snowmelt cycles for 36 
which water resource infrastructure across the country was not designed. Changes in snowmelt 37 
patterns can cause extreme events, such as river flooding from rain-on-snow (RoS). Our study uses 38 
climate model data to create new classification maps that show changes in snow across the US for 39 
the last 40 years (1981 – 2020). These classes include: (1) rain dominated (RD), (2) snow 40 
dominated (SD), (3) transitional (R/S), and (4) perennial snow (PS). Over the study period, our 41 
results show that snow covers the ground for shorter portions of each year, especially in 42 
mountainous areas. We also find that previously snow dominated areas are becoming a mixture of 43 
both rainfall and snowfall during the winter months. These types of changes can increase the 44 
likelihood of RoS flood events, putting infrastructure and communities at risk. This new 45 
classification system could help those who must manage such risks.  46 

 47 

1 Introduction 48 

As the global climate continues to change, weather station records from the late 20th 49 
century, and into the 21st, indicate that timing (Pan et al., 2021; Vano et al., 2015), duration 50 
(Knowles, 2015; Stone et al., 2002; Svoma, 2011), and quantities (Kunkel et al., 2016) of snowfall 51 
and snowmelt are shifting rapidly. Climate model simulations also project continued changes in 52 
snow hydrology across the planet (Schnorbus et al., 2014; Vormoor et al., 2015), with accelerated 53 
rates of change moving into the future (Lader et al., 2020). Much of the world’s water resource 54 
infrastructure was designed for specific snowmelt regimes under the assumption of a stable 55 
climate. However, changing snowmelt cycles have recently been linked to extreme hydrologic and 56 
climatic events occurring across the Contiguous United States (CONUS) and globally. Some of 57 
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these events include river flooding from rain-on-snow (RoS) (Musselman et al., 2018), as well as 58 
extreme wildfires (Giovando & Niemann, 2022; Goss et al., 2020), all of which put infrastructure 59 
and local communities at risk. Numerous studies have provided ample evidence of long-term 60 
declines in snow cover across CONUS during the last forty years (1980 to 2020) (Brown, 2000; 61 
Groisman et al., 2004; Nolin et al., 2021). Long-term declines in snow cover duration (SCD) and 62 
snowfall quantities in CONUS have been punctuated with shorter term inter-annual increases 63 
(Kunkel et al., 2009), as well as localized increases in snowfall frequency in certain regions of 64 
CONUS (Kluver & Leathers, 2015). Nonetheless, the overall trend paints a picture of a declining 65 
snowpack and associated increases in extreme weather events that are already occurring 66 
throughout CONUS.   67 

Extreme weather, such as flooding from RoS events, may be increasing in frequency in 68 
some regions of CONUS due to climate-driven changes in snow hydrologic regimes (Musselman 69 
et al., 2018), but parsing out trends in frequency of RoS events is anything but straight forward. 70 
RoS flooding occurs when the internal temperature of the snowpack is nearly isothermal (0o C). 71 
Additional energy inputs cause a snow crystal phase change to liquid water, resulting in snowmelt. 72 
Typically, snowmelt is initiated in the spring, as energy inputs gradually increase from additional 73 
solar radiation from the winter through the summer solstice. Wintertime rainfall can also provide 74 
similar additional energy inputs to the snowpack.  Snow cover variables, such as crystal structure 75 
and depth, can have a modulating effect on RoS flood volumes and timing (Wever et al., 2014), as 76 
can a colder snowpack (Würzer et al., 2017). However, if an extreme rainfall event occurs over an 77 
isothermal snowpack, combined snowmelt and rainfall volumes can reach the soil surface, 78 
resulting in substantial runoff to streams and rivers. Previous studies have attempted to partition 79 
the contributions to RoS runoff volumes between snowmelt versus rainfall using both empirical 80 
observations (Rücker et al., 2019) and physically based models (Wayand et al., 2015). These 81 
studies showed snowmelt contributions to streamflow ranging from about 7% to 30% during RoS 82 
events, indicating flood forecasting should prioritize rainfall prediction, but not neglect snowmelt 83 
contributions (Rücker et al., 2019; Wayand et al., 2015).           84 

The complexity of RoS physical processes makes it difficult to forecast future RoS-induced 85 
flooding (Li et al., 2019; Musselman et al., 2018), future frequency of RoS events across CONUS 86 
(McCabe et al., 2007), or to determine trends in historic RoS events using past weather station 87 
records (Li et al., 2019; Wachowicz et al., 2020). Therefore, a continuing need exists to develop 88 
additional approaches to pinpoint regions where RoS flooding could occur and to determine these 89 
events’ dependency on topographic variables such as latitude and elevation (López-Moreno et al., 90 
2021; McCabe et al., 2007), as well as dependency on climate-driven changes in air temperature 91 
(McCabe et al., 2007), snowpack properties (Pradhanang et al., 2013; Singh et al., 1997) and 92 
precipitation phase shifts (Heggli et al., 2022; Marks et al., 2013). Previous studies have also used 93 
remote sensing and snowmelt modeling techniques (Hamill et al., 2021) to identify (Dolant et al., 94 
2016; Grenfell & Putkonen, 2008; Ocampo Melgar & Meza, 2020; Pan et al., 2018) and simulate 95 
future occurrences (Marks et al., 1998, 2001; Mazurkiewicz et al., 2008; Qi et al., 2017; Würzer 96 
et al., 2016) of RoS events, respectively. In this study, we create a snow regime classification 97 
system, which could be used to ascertain vulnerability to RoS events for specific localized regions 98 
across CONUS, among other potential resource management applications.  99 

Our snow regime classification system designates areas across CONUS as: (1) rain 100 
dominated (RD), (2) snow dominated (SD), (3) transitional (R/S), or (4) perennial snow (PS). The 101 
first three of these classes (RD, SD, and R/S) were developed in previous studies using the ratio 102 
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of maximum snow water equivalent (SWE) to cumulative cool season (October through March) 103 
precipitation (Barnett et al., 2005; Mantua et al., 2010; Tohver et al., 2014). Warmer RD systems 104 
produce runoff coincident with seasonal precipitation, while colder SD regions store a significant 105 
fraction of cool season precipitation as snowpack, resulting in snowmelt induced spring and 106 
summer runoff (Tohver et al., 2014). R/S systems typically have two annual runoff peaks, one in 107 
fall/early winter from rainfall and one in spring/summer from rainfall plus snowmelt (Tohver et 108 
al., 2014). In 2008, Barnett et al. showed that these ratios have declined in the western CONUS 109 
due to anthropogenically influenced climate warming. Meanwhile, in 2007, Hamlet and 110 
Lettenmaier characterized the three classes by air temperature for watersheds in the Pacific 111 
Northwest (PNW) of CONUS. Regions classified as R/S are of particular concern, as they are 112 
typically most vulnerable to RoS flooding, due to earlier and/or ephemeral snow melt, coupled 113 
with an increased proportion of cool season precipitation occurring as rain rather than snow 114 
(Tohver et al., 2014). 115 

Some studies have utilized relationships between snow variables, precipitation, and air 116 
temperature to simulate stream flow into the Columbia River basin (Elsner et al., 2010), to 117 
delineate seasonal versus transient snow in mountainous regions of the PNW (Jefferson, 2011), 118 
and to map the rain-snow transition zone across the western CONUS (Klos et al., 2014). A ratio 119 
similar to the one used in our study, of winter-total snowfall water equivalent to winter-total 120 
precipitation (November through March) was employed by Knowles et al. (2006) to show that 121 
fractions of precipitation falling as snow declined, while those of rain increased in western North 122 
America. While not utilizing the SWE to precipitation ratio directly, several other studies have 123 
characterized streamflow regimes based on source categories such as rainfall, snowmelt, and high 124 
elevation glacier melt or mixed in Alaska (Curran & Biles, 2021); as well as rainfall, snowmelt, or 125 
mixed along the Colorado Front Range in the Rocky Mountains (Kampf & Lefsky, 2016). 126 

Other research takes different approaches to creating snow classes that we do not directly 127 
employ here, yet their utility is worth noting, such as global snow persistence zones (intermittent, 128 
seasonal, permanent) (Hammond et al., 2018; Harrison et al., 2021; Saavedra et al., 2017); 129 
ecological region snow cover classes (tundra, taiga, alpine, maritime, prairie, ephemeral) (Sturm 130 
et al., 1995); topographically based snow categories (persistent, transitional, intermittent, seasonal) 131 
(Kampf & Richer, 2014; Moore et al., 2015; Richer et al., 2013); snow regimes based on temporal 132 
snowpack metrics such as accumulation and melt dates (maritime, intermountain, continental) 133 
(Trujillo & Molotch, 2014); and snow cover classification using a rain-snow threshold temperature 134 
(Nolin & Daly, 2006).   135 

The purpose of this research is to create a Snow Regime Classification system for CONUS 136 
in order to detect climate-driven changes in regional snowmelt cycles. An additional goal is to 137 
provide these classifications as a practical, accessible geospatial tool for use by water resource 138 
managers, land managers, and other researchers and stakeholders. In order to detect climate-driven 139 
changes in snowmelt regimes across CONUS, the results of our study are quantified and evaluated 140 
as average decadal and 30-year normal spatial summary maps.  141 

To meet the purpose and goal of the research, three objectives are addressed in this study: 142 
(1) Develop a dataset-agnostic evaluation framework for the gridded snow water equivalent (SWE) 143 
reanalysis dataset; (2) develop the Snow Regime Classification system using gridded climate data, 144 
spatial math, and thresholding of numerical results into discrete classes; and (3) compare two data-145 
driven approaches to generating the Snow Regime Classifications across CONUS.  146 
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2 Data Sources   147 

The primary datasets used in this study to create the Snow Regime Classification system 148 
for CONUS are daily gridded climate reanalysis data, including precipitation and snow water 149 
equivalent (SWE). The daily 4km gridded precipitation data is taken from the Parameter-elevation 150 
Regressions on Independent Slope Model (PRISM) and covers the spatial extent of CONUS (Daly 151 
et al., 2021, PRISM, 2022). As explained further below in the methods section, analyses for this 152 
study were conducted using Google Earth Engine (GEE), a cloud-computing platform for 153 
planetary scale geospatial analysis (Gorelick et al., 2017). Therefore, all PRISM data were 154 
accessed and processed directly from within the GEE application program interface (API) 155 
environment (developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/OREGONSTATE_PRISM_ 156 
AN81d). PRISM image properties via GEE include a status property, which labels data generated 157 
within 30 days of observation as “early, data generated within 1 to 6 months of observation as 158 
“provisional”, and data older than 6 months as “permanent”. All PRISM data used in our study are 159 
considered permanent. The main variable of interest taken from PRISM is gridded precipitation, 160 
which is used in the principal calculations for this study. However, gridded air temperature from 161 
PRISM was subsequently used to investigate some results.   162 

The PRISM dataset is derived from calculations involving a climate elevation-regression 163 
in each grid cell of a digital elevation model (DEM), where weather station data input into the 164 
regression are assigned weights based on physical variables such as geographic coordinates, 165 
elevation, coastal proximity, topographic orientation, vertical atmospheric layer, topographic 166 
position, and orographic effectiveness (Daly et al., 2008). In 2017, Strachan and Daly tested the 167 
daily PRISM air temperature data over semiarid mountainous terrain by comparing model 168 
estimates with in-situ data at 16 sites within the Walker River Basin in the western US, a watershed 169 
on the climate transition zone between the Sierra Nevada and Great Basin Desert. They found that 170 
on-the-ground temperature conditions were more heterogeneous than the interpolated PRISM 171 
models could predict (Strachan & Daly, 2017). However, also in 2017, Daly et al. were able to 172 
ground truth PRISM precipitation grid data with a 69 station rain gauge network in western North 173 
Carolina, USA that was maintained from 1951 to 1958. In their estimations of uncertainty, they 174 
found the PRISM national grids matched closely (to within 5%) of that rain gauge network in the 175 
southern Appalachians (Daly et al., 2017).   176 

The SWE dataset used in this study is part of the Daily 4 km Gridded SWE and Snow 177 
Depth from Assimilated In-Situ and Modeled Data over the Conterminous US, Version 1 178 
(nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0719). These gridded SWE data were developed at the University of Arizona 179 
(Broxton et al., 2016) and are hereafter referenced as the UA SWE data in our study. In order to 180 
create the modeled UA dataset, Broxton et al. (2016) used observational data from the United 181 
States (US) Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) automated Snow Telemetry 182 
(SNOTEL) weather stations in the western US, as well as from manual measurements across 183 
CONUS via the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Weather 184 
Service (NWS) Cooperative Observer network. They created the SWE and snow depth gridded 185 
dataset for CONUS via the spatial interpolation of empirical snow cover variables, and constrained 186 
it by daily PRISM precipitation totals. The UA SWE estimates are also computed on the same 4km 187 
resolution grid as the PRISM dataset. In 2018, Dawson et al. demonstrated that snow cover extents 188 
derived from the UA SWE dataset had an overall close agreement with three high resolution 189 
satellite derived snow cover extent products, including GlobSnow SWE (Takala et al., 2011). 190 
Additionally, a very high correlation of 0.98, with 30% relative mean absolute deviation, was 191 
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found between the UA SWE dataset and snow depths from the Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO) 192 
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) dataset (Dawson et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2018).   193 

To validate a small number of gridded UA SWE values, observational snow cover data 194 
from on-the-ground weather stations were utilized. These stations are spread across CONUS in 195 
several key regions. Those located in the Midwest and Eastern CONUS are part of the Weather 196 
Bureau Army Navy (WBAN) network, consisting of federal airports where weather data are 197 
collected. WBAN stations report snow depth in inches and SWE by tenths of inches and data are 198 
transmitted in a METAR (Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine Weather Report) along with 199 
other observations (NOAA, 2019). Eastern CONUS observational snow cover data was previously 200 
compiled by Engel at al. (2022) and readily available. For the UA SWE validation effort in the 201 
Western CONUS, observational snow cover data were derived from the NRCS SNOTEL network. 202 
SNOTEL stations are generally located in remote high-mountain watersheds in areas that favor 203 
high snow accumulation and long snow cover durations. SNOTEL stations report SWE in tenths 204 
of inches, measured via a pressure-sensing snow pillow, along with other metrics that vary by 205 
station. Daily estimates of SWE are reviewed by NRCS personnel for quality (nrcs.usda.gov/wps/ 206 
portal/wcc/home/aboutUs/monitoringPrograms/ automatedSnowMonitoring). Also used in this 207 
study is a 10m resolution digital elevation model (DEM), employed for the evaluation of both the 208 
UA SWE dataset and the numerical results of spatially distributed calculations used to create the 209 
Snow Regime Classification system. Both evaluations sub-set the data by elevation bands 210 
determined from the US Geological Survey (USGS) 3D Elevation Program (3DEP) 10-Meter 211 
Resolution DEM. This is a seamless 3DEP DEM dataset with full coverage for CONUS at a ground 212 
spacing of 10 meters north/south and variable east/west spacing due to convergence of meridians 213 
with latitude (developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/ USGS_3DEP_10m). 214 

After the spatially distributed calculations were sub-set by elevation, they were also divided 215 
by spatial domain before being evaluated, using the USGS’s Watershed Boundary Dataset (WBD) 216 
for more relevant comparisons. The WBD is a comprehensive aggregated collection of hydrologic 217 
units (HU) consistent with the national criteria for delineation and resolution. It defines the areal 218 
extent of surface water drainage to a point except in coastal or lake front areas where there could 219 
be multiple outlets. Watershed boundaries are determined solely upon science-based hydrologic 220 
principles, not favoring any administrative boundaries or agency. The HUs are delineated at 221 
1:24,000-scale for CONUS and given a Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) that describes where the 222 
unit is located and the level of the unit. Lower level HUCs cover larger areas than higher level 223 
ones, i.e., the higher the level, the more digits to the HUC, since they nest within the previous 224 
levels. For this study, we use the lowest level and therefore most coarse scale HUC to parse the 225 
results of this study for evaluation of the anomalies, which is HUC02 (developers.google.com/ 226 
earth-engine/datasets/catalog/USGS _WBD_2017_HUC02).  227 

 228 

3 Methods 229 

In order to create the Snow Regime Classification system for CONUS and detect changes 230 
in snowmelt cycles over the last 40 years (1981 to 2020), the datasets in our study were quantified 231 
and evaluated as average decadal and 30-year normal maps with a 4km spatial resolution. The 232 
Snow Regime Classification maps were also generated as downloadable annual GeoTIFF maps, 233 
spanning the spatial extent of CONUS. All years in this study are expressed as the water year, 234 
which runs from 1 October of the previous year through 30 September of the year label. For 235 
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example, water year 1995 consists of data from 1 October 1994 through 30 September 1995 and 236 
analogously, the 1990s decade includes 1 October 1989 through 30 September 1999. Since the UA 237 
SWE dataset begins on water year 1982 (first SWE date is 1 Oct 1981), the 1980s decade is slightly 238 
shorter than the others, consisting of 8 years instead of 10 (starting in 1981 instead of 1979). The 239 
30-year normal dataset analyzed in this study spans water years 1991 through 2020.     240 

The 4km scale PRISM precipitation reanalysis data, 10m resolution USGS 3DEP DEM, 241 
and USGS WBD HUs were accessed and examined using Google Earth Engine (GEE). GEE 242 
integrates a cloud-based computing environment for geospatial analysis with co-located satellite 243 
imagery and climate reanalysis data (Gorelick et al., 2017). All the datasets accessed via GEE in 244 
this study are pre-calibrated and fully archived with pixel-scale co-registration of all scenes 245 
(Gorelick et al., 2017).  246 

The UA SWE dataset was acquired from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) 247 
as daily 4km gridded NetCDF (Network Common Data Form) files for annual water years 1982 248 
through 2020. Since GEE does not recognize or process NetCDF files, these were converted to 249 
GeoTIFF spatial files using the R statistical programming application, version 4.2.1 (www.r-250 
project.org/) and R package daymetr V1.6 (Hufkens, cran.rproject.org/web/packages/daymetr/). 251 
Subsequently, the converted UA SWE files were uploaded into GEE as annual images with 365 252 
bands per image representing the daily values of SWE expressed in mm depth of water for each 253 
4km grid cell across CONUS. For a flow chart of study methods, refer to Figure S1 in Supporting 254 

Information for Changing Snow Regime Classifications across the Contiguous United States.       255 

3.1 Gridded SWE Dataset Evaluation  256 

To perform a dataset-agnostic evaluation of the data used in this study, an array of simple 257 
snow cover metrics were derived from the UA SWE data and summarized both spatially and 258 
graphically. These snow cover metrics were summarized through the use of average decadal and 259 
30-year normal maps of CONUS, as well as with graphical analysis of the values assembled and 260 
quantified by elevation. The snow cover metrics generated for the gridded dataset summary 261 
include maximum SWE (mm), SCD (number of days), and dates of first accumulation, end of 262 
ablation, and maximum SWE (all expressed as day of water year or DOWY).  263 

First, for each water year from 1982 through 2020, these six snow cover metrics were 264 
derived annually from the UA SWE images that were originally imported into GEE with 365 daily 265 
values (bands) and an associated DOWY for each SWE value. For leap years during the period of 266 
study, the UA SWE images had 366 daily bands, including an additional SWE value for February 267 
29th, which was incorporated into calculations of the snow metrics for those years accordingly. 268 
New annual images were generated for each water year, each with six bands corresponding to the 269 
six summary values or metrics in each 4 km pixel; (1) max SWE, (2) SCD, (3) first accumulation, 270 
(4) last ablation, (5) max SWE date, and (6) a categorical flag if there was zero SWE (no snow) 271 
on April 1st. While calculating accumulation and ablation DOWY values, the last 45 days of the 272 
water year (15 August through 30 September) were excluded from consideration. This was to 273 
ensure that new events of early accumulation in late August or September were not mistakenly 274 
detected as false start of ablation dates. A late August start of accumulation date can occasionally 275 
occur at the highest elevations of some CONUS mountain ranges (Trujillo & Molotch, 2014).   276 

For very warm areas in southern CONUS, where grid cells never had a SWE value above 277 
zero for the entire year, these pixels were masked, making all values null for the six snow cover 278 
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metrics. Furthermore, areas with trace amounts of annual SWE, deemed negligible for our analysis, 279 
were also masked. Pixels were considered to have negligible snow cover and masked (assigned 280 
null values for the six metrics) if they contained three weeks (21 days) or fewer with SWE values 281 
greater than zero for a given water year for the annual maps (images). Within the regions 282 
containing significant annual SWE (more than 21 days), grid cells with a zero value for SWE on 283 
April 1st were extracted separately as an additional discrete categorical band. These pixels are of 284 
special interest, as they appear to contradict the nearly century-old convention (Burton, 1916; 285 
Cayan, 1996; Fisher, 1918) in the western US that April 1st SWE represents total seasonal 286 
accumulation and can be used as a surrogate for maximum seasonal snowpack (Bohr & Aguado, 287 
2001; Musselman et al., 2019; Wrzesien et al., 2017).   288 

The next step involved calculating the decadal and 30-year normal averages of the six snow 289 
cover metrics in order to generate summary maps for CONUS. Pixels with 21 days of snow cover 290 
or less in all ten years of a decade (all 30 years in the normal) were masked, given null values, and 291 
given the categorical label “negligible” in the decadal maps. Pixels with 21 days of snow cover or 292 
less annually, in five years or more (half the decade or more) were also masked and given null 293 
values in the decadal maps, but given a categorical label of “intermittent”. The “intermittent” 294 
threshold for the 30-year normal map is 15 years or more (half the normal period).  295 

Finally, we considered the remaining pixels that had at least six years and up to nine years 296 
with substantial snow cover (more than 21 days annually) important enough to have their snow 297 
metric values represented in the decadal maps. This was done by averaging values on years with 298 
substantial snow cover (more than 21 days) and leaving out the years that would have been labeled 299 
“negligible” on the annual maps (21 days of snow or less). We did not use zero values in the 300 
negligible pixels, opting instead to exclude them in the decadal average calculations by assigning 301 
null values, because this study focuses on changes over the study period in regions with seasonal 302 
snow cover. Regions with negligible or ephemeral snow cover don’t source enough of their annual 303 
water budget from snowpack to be of concern for this study.  304 

A similar approach was taken regarding the areas with zero SWE on April 1st for the 305 
decadal average and 30-year normal summary maps. The zero April 1st SWE band for the decadal 306 
images includes only those pixels with no SWE on April 1st for at least half the decade (5 years) 307 
or longer, within the areas deemed to have significant SWE (more than three weeks of SWE for 308 
more than half the decade). A 15-year threshold was employed for the 30-year normal zero April 309 
1st snow cover metric.  310 

Additionally, a modest collection of 82 in-situ snow cover observations, from six weather 311 
stations across CONUS were selected for use as an empirical spot check to ground-truth the zero 312 
April 1st UA SWE values. Each station is part of either the WBAN or SNOTEL station network 313 
(see section 2 Data Sources) and co-located within 4km grid cells of the UA dataset that had zero 314 
April 1st SWE for select years in each decade. Spot checks were performed in six grid cells across 315 
representative regions of CONUS with the corresponding weather station, including New England 316 
(WBAN Station USW00014764), the Northeast (WBAN Station USW00014733), Midwest 317 
(WBAN Station USW00014922), Rocky Mountains (SNOTEL Site 708), Sierra Nevada 318 
Mountains (SNOTEL Site 778), and the Pacific Northwest (SNOTEL Site 420). We validated 319 
whether or not on-the-ground stations reported no snow cover on April 1st in the same years as the 320 
UA SWE data.  321 
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The final component of our dataset-agnostic evaluation involved sub-setting maximum 322 
SWE (mm) and SCD (days) by elevation. The USGS 3DEP 10m DEM was partitioned into 200m 323 
and 400m wide elevation bands for the entire span of elevations across CONUS. Then the decadal 324 
average snow metrics located within each elevation band were averaged. Specifically, maximum 325 
SWE and SCD were averaged on the 200m elevation scale, with 21 bins from 0m to 4200m for 326 
each decade, while dates of accumulation, ablation, and maximum SWE were averaged on the 327 
400m elevation scale, with 10 bins per decade.       328 

3.2 Snow Regime Classification System  329 

To create the Snow Regime Classification system, SWE to precipitation ratios were 330 
calculated across CONUS, using the UA SWE and PRISM precipitation datasets and thresholding 331 
the numerical results into discrete classes. These discrete Snow Regime Classifications include 332 
rain dominated (RD), snow dominated (SD), transitional (R/S), and perennial snow (PS).  333 

The UA SWE files that were converted from NetCDF to GeoTIFF and uploaded into GEE 334 
as annual images, representing the daily values of SWE (in mm) for each water year from 1982 to 335 
2020, were utilized to derive the value for the numerator of the snow classification thresholding 336 
ratio. Tohver et al. (2014) used April 1st SWE values in this ratio to characterize hydrologic 337 
regimes of the PNW. Therefore, in this study, the April 1st SWE value from each water year of the 338 
analysis period (1982-2020) for each 4 km pixel across CONUS was extracted on a pixel by pixel 339 
basis for input into the classification ratio. Alternatively, a second approach was also engaged 340 
wherein a uniquely determined maximum annual value of SWE for each pixel across CONUS was 341 
also extracted on a pixel by pixel basis.  342 

For the denominator of this ratio, cumulative cool season (October through March) 343 
precipitation (also in mm) was calculated from the PRISM data for each water year of the analysis 344 
period in each 4 km pixel across CONUS. Next, the pixel-wise spatial calculation of SWE divided 345 
by cumulative precipitation was performed within each 4 km pixel across the entire spatial extent 346 
of CONUS as: 347 

𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜   
       

       Eqn. (1) 348 

This calculation was done for both April 1st and maximum SWE values. For each resultant spatial 349 
dataset of the ratios throughout CONUS, for each water year, a thresholding approach was applied 350 
in order to translate the numerical data into discrete categories for each snow regime class for the 351 
two ratio methods. Building upon classifications defined by Tohver et al. (2014) for RD, R/S, and 352 
SD, we also developed an additional classification for perennial snow (PS) areas.  The thresholds 353 
used in this study are: 354 

Ratio < 0.1: Rain Dominated (RD) 355 

Ratio = 0.1 to 0.4: Transitional (R/S) 356 

Ratio = 0.4 to 1.0: Snow Dominant (SD)  357 

Ratio > 1.0: Perennial Snow (PS) 358 

To further constrain the PS regime and increase its accuracy, areas with ratio values over 359 

1.0 were also verified by confirming that each pixel had at least 0.5mm of SWE on the first day of 360 

the water year (October 1st), as this is necessary for an area to be classified as having year-round 361 

snow cover. Areas with ratios over 1.0, but no SWE on October 1st were assigned ratio values of 362 
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0.9 and subsequently classified as SD instead. These areas were typically located in drier regions 363 

of CONUS with low precipitation represented by the PRISM data. The Snow Regime 364 

Classifications for CONUS, using the maximum SWE value ratio approach, are available for each 365 

year of the analysis as downloadable GeoTIFF files (see the link at the end of this document in 366 

Research Product Availability).  367 

The same approach taken for the annual classification maps was also employed to generate 368 
decadal average (and 30-year normal) classification maps. These representative maps are used to 369 
summarize the results of our study. Snow Regime Classification anomalies by decade were derived 370 
for both the April 1st SWE and maximum SWE ratio approaches. These anomalies were calculated 371 
as the departures from their respective 30-year normals for each decade and recognized as a shift 372 
in snow regime classification. For any 4km pixel in each decade, if the classification did not match 373 
that of the respective 30-year normal, it was considered an anomaly and also characterized as a 374 
shift to either a warmer class with a greater proportion of liquid precipitation or a colder class with 375 
more solid precipitation. Essentially, this means that changes from RD to R/S or SD, and from R/S 376 
to SD mean more solid precipitation. Changes from SD to R/S or RD, and from R/S to RD mean 377 
a shift to more liquid precipitation.  378 

3.3 SWE Input Data Comparison  379 

We also performed a comparison of spatial extents for Snow Regime Classifications across 380 
CONUS using both the April 1st SWE and maximum SWE. Areas of the pertinent classifications 381 
in each decadal map, including RD, R/S, and SD, were calculated in m2 for both SWE to cool 382 
season precipitation ratios, along with their respective 30-year normals. PS areas were found to be 383 
relatively small for CONUS in the average decadal maps, and therefore, not reported here. Percent 384 
departures in area from the 30-year normal were calculated for each class in each decade, for both 385 
ratio approaches. The percent departures were calculated as: 386 

% Area Departures = Class AreaDecadal Avg – Class Area30-yr Norm    * 100%        Eqn. (2) 387 
Class Area30-yr Norm 388 

 To aid in the interpretation of the percent departures in area from the 30-year normal for 389 
the snow regime classifications, a temperature analysis was performed using gridded temperature 390 
from the PRISM dataset. Daily mean air temperatures in each 4 km grid cell were taken directly 391 
from PRISM and averaged over both annual and cool season (October through March) temporal 392 
extents. Then overall average annual air temperatures across CONUS were calculated for each 393 
water year in our study period (1982-2020), as well as for each decade, and the 30-year normal 394 
(1991-2020). The same was also done for the cool season months only. For each water year, 395 
temperature anomalies were then calculated as the departures from the 30-year normal as well as 396 
from the respective decadal average. These anomalies were calculated for both annual and cool 397 
season average air temperatures for each water year. Certain years were highlighted if air 398 
temperatures could have contributed to differences in spatial extents of certain snow regime 399 
classifications from decade to decade. This was done by targeting anomalies that were more than 400 
0.9 degrees Celsius colder or warmer for either the annual or cool season statistics.  401 

Finally, a comparison of the raw numerical results from the calculations of the two ratio 402 
approaches was done. Two numerical values, one each for the April 1st and maximum SWE to 403 
cumulative cool season precipitation ratios, were calculated in each 4km pixel for each decadal 404 
average SWE and precipitation value, as well as for the 30-year normal. In other words, the 405 
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spatially distributed calculations resulted in each pixel across CONUS containing 10 values. Maps 406 
of these ratio calculations for each decade and the 30-year normal (before they were thresholded 407 
into the discrete categorical snow regimes) were segmented by HUC02 WBD across CONUS. 408 
Within each HUC02 area, further sub-setting of the region was done by 200m elevation bands 409 
using the USGS 3DEP 10m DEM. For each elevation band within each HUC02, the ratio values 410 
were averaged for both the April 1st and maximum SWE methods of calculation. This was done 411 
for each decade and the 30-year normal. The results of assembling and averaging the raw numerical 412 
values in this manner were then compared graphically for the two ratio techniques employed in 413 
this study.   414 

 415 

4 Results 416 

4.1 Gridded SWE Dataset Evaluation  417 

The UA SWE included decadal average maps used as spatial summaries for several snow 418 
cover metrics derived from the SWE information. An overview, summarized across the large 419 
spatial extent of CONUS, for the 1980s through the 2010s and for the 30-year normal, includes 420 
maps of maximum SWE values in mm (Figure 1a), SCD in number of days (Figure 1b), first date 421 
of snow accumulation (DOWY) (Figure 2a), and last date of snow ablation (DOWY) (Figure 2b).  422 
These maps also show regions of CONUS deemed as having intermittent snow cover, which 423 
included areas with less than 3 weeks of SWE annually for at least half the decade (5 years) or at 424 
least 15 years for the 30-year normal (Figure 1b).  425 

Another snow metric used to describe and evaluate the UA SWE dataset was the spatial 426 
extent of areas with zero SWE values on April 1st for at least half the decade (5 years). For the 427 
decadal average maps, the zero April 1st SWE areas were found within regions of CONUS with 428 
significant snow cover (Figure 3). An on-the-ground spot check was also performed for the zero 429 
April 1st SWE maps, to see if a small collection of in-situ weather stations were also reporting no 430 
snow cover on the same dates in the same locations (Figure 3). A small sample of 82 UA pixels 431 
reporting zero April 1st SWE were used in this spot check. The pixels are distributed temporally 432 
over the four decades in our study period and spatially across CONUS at six pixels co-located with 433 
six weather stations (Figure 3). We found an 83% agreement between the modeled and 434 
observational data points with 62 weather station observations confirming that there was no snow 435 
cover out of the 82 UA SWE pixels indicating the same (Figure 3). Since the CONUS-wide maps 436 
span such a large spatial domain, a brief visual evaluation shows magnitudes of values staying 437 
somewhat geographically stable throughout the decades. However, upon closer inspection, these 438 
snow metrics vary significantly at the regional scale, from decade to decade (Figures 1, 2, and 3).  439 

Animated movies of annual maps of these snow cover metrics across CONUS for the 39 440 
water-year study period (1982 to 2020) can be viewed in Supporting Information for Changing 441 
Snow Regime Classifications across the Contiguous United States. In the supporting information, 442 
annual maps of maximum SWE values, maximum SWE dates, SCD, first date of snow 443 
accumulation, last date of snow ablation, and areas with zero April 1st SWE, are listed as Data Sets 444 
S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6, respectively.     445 

 446 

 447 
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 448 
Figure 1. Average maximum SWE (a) and average snow cover duration (b) by decade and by 30-year normal from 449 
the per pixel analysis of the UA SWE. Negligible snow cover includes pixels with less than 3 weeks of SWE annually 450 
for half the decade (5 years) or longer (15 yrs for 30-yr norm). Intermittent snow cover shows pixels within the 451 
negligible region that had at least one year with more than 3 weeks of SWE. 452 
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 453 
Figure 2. First date of snow accumulation (a) and last date of snow cover ablation (b) by decade and by 30-year 454 
normal from the per pixel analysis of the UA SWE. Negligible snow cover includes pixels with less than 3 weeks of 455 
SWE annually for half the decade (5 years) or longer (15 years for 30-yr normal). 456 
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 457 
 458 
Figure 3. Areas with zero SWE on April 1st by decade and by 30-year normal (1991-2020), resultant from per pixel 459 
analysis of the UA data. Negligible snow cover includes pixels with less than 3 weeks of SWE annually for half the 460 
decade (5 years) or longer, while Significant includes those for 4 years or less. Zero April 1st SWE areas include pixels 461 
with SWE equal to zero on April 1st for half the decade (5 years) or longer, within the significant snow cover areas. A 462 
15 year threshold for the 30-year normal was used for both negligible and zero April 1st snow cover. The chart indicates 463 
empirical spot checks for select weather stations in zero April 1st UA SWE areas.  A “Y” indicates there is agreement 464 
between the UA SWE pixel and the observational location, while an “N” indicates there is not agreement. 465 
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    The final evaluation of the UA SWE involved quantitative graphical analysis of average 466 
decadal and 30-year normal snow metrics by elevation, including maximum SWE (mm) and SCD 467 
(days), and dates of first accumulation, end of ablation, and maximum SWE (all in DOWY) 468 
(Figure 4). In Figure 4a, maximum SWE and SCD are shown in the graph to vary by 200m 469 
elevation band, while in Figure 4b, the decadal average and 30-year normal start of accumulation 470 
and end of ablation dates are displayed as bar graphs for each decade, within each 400m elevation 471 
band. Also seen in Figure 4b is the 30-year normal maximum SWE for each 400m band.  472 

 473 

Figure 4. Decadal and 30-year normal (1991-2020) per pixel analysis of the UA SWE dataset by elevation bands. (a) 474 
Average max SWE values (mm) and SCD (days) by 200m band. (b) Average start of accumulation, end of ablation, 475 
and max SWE dates (days) by 400m band. Note: lines in (a) do not reach zero on elevation axis (y-axis) because each 476 
SWE value is an average per band, therefore SWE values are placed in middle, i.e. at 100m for 0m to 200m. Also note 477 
values are averaged across pixels meeting the minimum decadal SCD (≥ 3 weeks SWE annually, ≥ 5 years / decade).   478 
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4.2 Snow Regime Classification System  479 

The results of the Snow Regime Classification, using the dual approach of April 1st and 480 
maximum SWE over precipitation ratios for thresholding, yielded quite different results for the 481 
two methods. These differences are evident in the divergent spatial extents of the snow regime 482 
classes in both the decadal averages (Figure 5) and the 30-year normal (Figure 6). The snow 483 
regime class anomalies (Figure 7), i.e., the departures from their respective 30-year normal classes 484 
(Figure 6), are categorized by the shift in precipitation phase (proportionally more liquid or solid 485 
precipitation than the 30-year normal). RD to R/S or SD, and R/S to SD mean a shift to more solid 486 
precipitation. SD to R/S or RD, and R/S to RD mean a shift to more liquid precipitation.  487 

 488 
Figure 5. Snow Regime Classification by decade using (a) April 1st SWE / cumulative cool season precipitation (Oct 489 
through Mar) and (b) Maximum SWE / cumulative cool season precipitation (Oct through Mar) as thresholding ratios 490 
for the regime classes of rain dominated (RD), transitional (R/S), snow dominated (SD), and perennial snow (PS).   491 
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 492 
Figure 6. Thirty-year normal (1991-2020) Snow Regime Classifications derived from (a) April 1st SWE / cumulative 493 
cool season precipitation (Oct through Mar), and (b) Maximum SWE / cumulative cool season precipitation (Oct 494 
through Mar). Ratios were used for thresholding the regime classes of rain dominated (RD), transitional (R/S), snow 495 
dominated (SD), and perennial snow (PS).   496 

 497 
Figure 7. Snow Regime Classification Anomalies in (a) April 1st SWE ratio and (b) Maximum SWE ratio approaches. 498 
Departures from 30-year normals by shift in class; RD to R/S or SD, and R/S to SD indicate a shift to more solid 499 
precipitation. SD to R/S or RD, and R/S to RD indicate a shift to more liquid precipitation.  500 
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Animations of annual Snow Regime Classifications for the study period (1982 to 2020) 501 
can be viewed in Supporting Information for Changing Snow Regime Classifications across the 502 
Contiguous United States, using the thresholding ratios of April 1st  and maximum SWE over 503 
cumulative cool season precipitation (Oct through Mar), as Data Sets S7 and S8, respectively.   504 

4.3 SWE Input Data Comparison 505 

Results of the quantitative evaluation for each of the two thresholding ratio techniques for 506 
generating the Snow Regime Classifications include a comparison of calculated areal extents for 507 
the RD, R/S, and SD classes in each decade (Figure 8), a temperature analysis using the PRISM 508 
dataset (Figure 9), and a comparison of the numerical results from the ratio calculations per 509 
elevation band in relevant HUC2 regions (Figure 10). In Figure 8, the decadal anomalies, or 510 
percent departures from 30-year normals, in snow regime class extents, indicate a continued 511 
decrease in SD areas for both the April 1st and maximum SWE ratio methods, during the 1980s, 512 
1990s, and 2000s, with a rebound in the 2010s. In Figure 9, the last decade in our study period 513 
(2010s), also shows the most variation in PRISM derived average air temperatures from the 30-514 
year normals. For both year-round (12 month) annual average air temperatures across CONUS, as 515 
well as for cool season (October through March) annual average air temperatures, there are more 516 
anomalies (departures from their respective normals) than in any other decade. 517 

 518 

 519 
 520 
Figure 8. Percent departures in areal extents from the 30-year normals (1991-2020) for the pertinent Snow Regime 521 
Classifications (RD – rain dominated, R/S – transitional, and SD – snow dominated) as a comparison between the two 522 
ratio thresholding techniques; April 1st SWE ratio vs. Maximum SWE ratio. 523 
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 524 
Figure 9. PRISM temperature analysis for water years 1981 to 2020 across CONUS, with annual averages compared 525 
to cool season (Oct through Mar) averages and respective 30-year (1991 – 2020) average temperatures. Air 526 
temperature anomalies (departures from 30 year normal) show values deviating by 0.9 degrees Celsius or more. 527 

The map at the top of Figure 10, in the upper left corner, shows the locations of each of 528 
the 18 USGS HUC2 regions that make up CONUS. Below this map are the results of regional, 529 
elevation dependent analyses of the SWE to precipitation ratio calculations for 15 of the 18 530 
HUC2s. HUC2-03 South Atlantic-Gulf, HUC2-08 Lower Mississippi, and HUC2-12 Texas-Gulf 531 
regions, covering Southeast CONUS and the Gulf of Mexico, had negligible SWE and were not 532 
included (Figure 10).  533 

These ratios are the quantitative values that were thresholded to derive the Snow Regime 534 
Classifications (Figures 5 and 6). In Figure 10, we sub-set the pixel values spatially by HUC2 535 
and temporally by decade (or 30-year normal). For each HUC2 region and decade (or 30-year 536 
normal), the pixels were then sub-set further by 200m elevation band. The two ratio values in each 537 
pixel falling into each group (sorted by elevation band, HUC2, and decade) are averaged and 538 
plotted in Figure 10 by elevation gradient. Each graph, representing its temporal and spatial 539 
location within the data stack, depicts average values of the two ratios and how they vary by 540 
elevation. The averaged point values in each 200m elevation range (bin) are connected by lines; 541 
with average April 1st SWE ratios in green and average maximum SWE ratios in blue (Figure 10).  542 

Raw values of the April 1st SWE ratios are smaller than those of the maximum SWE ratios. 543 
However, both sets of values increase with elevation at roughly similar rates; meaning an increase 544 
in SWE relative to the respective cool season precipitation in most pixels. Exceptions to this 545 
interpretation occur within HUC2-01 New England, HUC2-05 Ohio, and HUC2-07 Upper 546 
Mississippi. These particular HUC2 regions, unlike the rest of CONUS, display a backward trend 547 
in ratio values at their uppermost elevations, consistently across the decades.548 
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 549 

Figure 10a. SWE to cumulative precipitation ratios for two approaches; decadal averages and 30 year normals per 200m elevation bin in relevant HUC2 regions.  550 
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 551 

Figure 10b. SWE to cumulative precipitation ratios for two approaches; decadal averages and 30 year normals per 200m elevation bin in relevant HUC2 regions.  552 
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 553 

Figure 10c. SWE to cumulative precipitation ratios for two approaches; decadal averages and 30 year normals per 200m elevation bin in relevant HUC2 regions.  554 
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 555 

Figure 10d. SWE to cumulative precipitation ratios for two approaches; decadal averages and 30 year normals per 200m elevation bin in relevant HUC2 regions.  556 
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5 Discussion 557 

5.1 Gridded SWE Dataset Evaluation  558 

The dataset evaluation includes decadal summary maps of CONUS for average maximum 559 
SWE and SCD (Figure 1), as well as for first date of accumulation and last date of ablation (Figure 560 
2). These maps also show regions with negligible snow cover (less than 3 weeks of SWE annually 561 
for at least half the decade) (Figures 1 and 2) and regions with intermittent snow cover (within 562 
negligible regions, at least one year with more than 3 weeks of SWE) (Figure 1b). Since these 563 
maps span all of CONUS, a brief glance shows values staying fairly stable throughout time, 564 
however, there are significant variations over time at the regional scale (Figures 1 and 2). Over 565 
our 40-year study period, analysis of the UA SWE data indicate an overall decline in average 566 
decadal maximum SWE values in several large regions of CONUS, from the 1980’s through the 567 
2000’s, with a slight increase in maximum SWE in the 2010’s (Figure 1a). Trends in declining 568 
snowpack across CONUS, seen in this study’s analyses, align with observations from previous 569 
studies (Abatzoglou, 2011; Brown, 2000; Knowles, 2015; Mote et al., 2005, 2018) in regions such 570 
as the Northeast / New England (Scott et al., 2008), over the Northern Great Plains (Fassnacht et 571 
al., 2016), across the Rocky Mountains (Pederson et al., 2013), and in the Pacific Northwest (Mote 572 
et al., 2008; Vano et al., 2015) (Figure 1).  573 

Another snow metric used to evaluate the UA SWE dataset with decadal summary maps 574 
was the spatial extent of areas with zero SWE values on April 1st for at least half the decade (5 575 
years), within regions of CONUS with significant snow cover (Figure 3).   These zero April 1st 576 
SWE areas are highlighted because they seem to contradict the convention in the western US that 577 
April 1st SWE represents total maximum seasonal snowpack accumulation (Bohr & Aguado, 2001; 578 
Musselman et al., 2019; Wrzesien et al., 2017). According to the UA SWE data, there was no snow 579 
cover on April 1st over various years in the 1980s, 1990s, 2000s, and 2010s, at the Portland Airport 580 
WBAN station (Maine, elevation: 14 m asl); the Buffalo Niagara Airport WBAN (New York, elev: 581 
211m); the Minneapolis St. Paul Airport WBAN (Minnesota, elev: 255m); as well as at the 582 
Quemazon SNOTEL site (New Mexico, elev: 2898m); the Spratt Creek SNOTEL (California, 583 
elev: 1848m); and at the Cougar Mountain SNOTEL (Washington, elev: 975m) (Figure 3).  For 584 
the six in-situ weather stations, the UA SWE data indicated one to four years of zero April 1st snow 585 
cover per decade at each station; totaling 18 data points in the 1980s, 19 in the 1990s, 23 in the 586 
2000s, 22 in the 2010s, and an overall total of 82 modeled data points (Figure 3). On the ground 587 
“spot checks” at each station for each year resulted in a 93% agreement between observational and 588 
modeled data at the New England (Portland, ME) station, 100% agreement at the Northeast 589 
(Buffalo, NY) station, 94% in the Midwest at the Minneapolis, MN station, 73% at the Rocky 590 
Mountain (Quemazon, NM) SNOTEL site, 100% at the Spratt Creek SNOTEL in the Sierra 591 
Nevadas, CA, and only 31% at Pacific Northwest (Cougar Mountain, WA) SNOTEL (Figure 3).  592 

In using the metric of zero April 1st SWE for the relatively small, sample group of 82 data 593 
points, as an evaluation tool for the UA SWE, we found agreement between the modeled data and 594 
the empirical data for 68 out of the 82 observations. This equates to an overall 83% agreement 595 
rate.  Agreement rates at the SNOTEL sites across western CONUS were generally lower than 596 
those at the WBAN stations located in the Northeast and Midwest, with Cougar Mountain 597 
SNOTEL having the lowest agreement rate. When considering this sample of observational snow 598 
cover data, it is important to note that the SNOTEL sites in the western CONUS are often located 599 
in areas with preferential snow collecting capacity, as compared to the surrounding terrain. In 600 
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2021, a US Army Corps of Engineers report on Willow Creek in Idaho found that in extreme cases, 601 
some SNOTEL sites are located in tree islands with very poor representation of spatial average 602 
snow cover characteristics of the surrounding region (Giovando et al., 2021). This could account 603 
for more frequent snow cover on April 1st at the SNOTEL sites and lower agreements with the UA 604 
SWE data.     605 

Similar to trends in maximum SWE values, our analysis of the UA data SCD indicates a 606 
decline in the number of snow days per pixel in each decadal average over the 40-year study period 607 
(Figure 1b), although the rate of decrease in number of snow covered days is less pronounced than 608 
the rate of decrease in maximum SWE values (Figure 4a).  Average decadal maximum SWE and 609 
snow cover duration are also quantified and segmented by elevation band in Figure 4a. All decades 610 
and both metrics tend to increase proportional to elevation. For elevations under about 2,000m, all 611 
decades have similar values, comparatively, within each of the two snow cover metric datasets 612 
(Figure 4a). There is a value spread for both maximum SWE and SCD above the 2,000m elevation 613 
line, with the rate of spread generally increasing as elevation increases (Figure 4a). In 2018, Zeng 614 
et al. quantified and evaluated the UA SWE dataset and found that annual maximum SWE 615 
decreased by 41% on average for 13% of snowy pixels over the western US. They also found that 616 
annual SCD was shortened significantly by 34 days in 9% of the snowy pixels, with cool season 617 
(October through March) temperature and accumulated precipitation explaining the variability of 618 
1st April SWE values over the western US and temperature alone as the primary influence on 1st 619 
April SWE in the eastern US (Zeng et al., 2018).       620 

An alternative approach to showing the direct proportionality between SCD and elevation, 621 
is the evaluation of accumulation and ablation dates (Figure 2, Figure 4b). These two season 622 
markers generally tend to spread further away from each other, temporally, with increase in 623 
elevation. Within each elevation band, SCD varies slightly from decade to decade, with the 1980s 624 
and 1990s generally being at least several days longer than the 2000s and 2010s above 2,000m 625 
elevation (Figure 4b). The increase in SCD by elevation appears to be weighted on the end of 626 
season ablation dates. In other words, start of accumulation dates at the highest elevation band 627 
(3,600m – 4,200m), for all decades, are roughly 55 days earlier than those at the lowest elevation 628 
band (0m – 400m) (Figure 4b). Meanwhile, end of ablation dates at the highest elevation occur 629 
more than 100 days later than those at the lowest elevation, with ablation dates tending to vary 630 
more per decade than accumulation dates, within a given elevation band (Figure 4b). Analogous 631 
to the line graph in Figure 4a, the 30-year normal maximum SWE date shown in Figure 4b is 632 
relatively equal for each elevation band below 2,000m, and above that, maximum SWE increases 633 
with increase in elevation. Also, end of ablation dates are generally on or before April 1st below 634 
2,000m and substantially later than that above this elevation (Figure 4a). 635 

One reason why ablation dates tended to vary more per decade than accumulation dates 636 
could be related to annual changes in the diurnal cycle across CONUS. In our study area, 637 
accumulation begins relatively close to the winter solstice when hours of daylight are minimized.  638 
This results in low shortwave radiation inputs, when slight daily increases in average air 639 
temperature do not have a substantial impact on the snowpack (Garen & Marks, 2005). During this 640 
time of the year, small increases in sensible heat do not substantially impact the energy balance. 641 
Conversely, in the spring, daylight hours are increasing and a larger component of the energy 642 
balance equation consists of shortwave inputs. At this time, the snowpack is isothermal and small 643 
changes in sensible heat input can result in earlier and more rapid melt onset (Liston & Elder, 644 
2006).  645 
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For both the maximum SWE and SCD, there are larger variations between decadal 646 
averages at higher elevations.  The maximum spread between decadal traces is at approximately 647 
4,000 m in elevation (Figure 4a).  The DOWY start of accumulation varied more at lower 648 
elevations compared to the higher elevation bands.  In contrast, the DOWY for the end of ablation 649 
was more variable between decades at the higher elevation bands (Figure 4b). A potential reason 650 
for this larger change between decades at higher elevations is that snow cover in these elevation 651 
bins tends to be seasonal, and therefore, the snowpack is subjected to longer ablation periods 652 
(Garen & Marks, 2005).  Thus if late winter and early spring temperatures are changing, maximum 653 
accumulation could be impacted by climate change (with more precipitation occurring as rainfall).  654 
In contrast, lower elevation locations usually melt over a relatively compressed period earlier in 655 
the year and may not be impacted as much by increasing temperatures (Marks et al., 1999). 656 

5.2 Snow Regime Classification System  657 

The Snow Regime Classification system uses the gridded climate data (PRISM 658 
precipitation and UA SWE) to calculate ratios of SWE divided by cumulative cool season (October 659 
through March) precipitation using the dual approach of April 1st and maximum SWE. When the 660 
two ratios are thresholded into discrete classes, the results across CONUS are fairly different 661 
(Figures 5 and 6). Generally, the most southern regions of CONUS have class agreement as RD 662 
(SWE / precipitation ratio < 0.1) between the two ratio techniques. The Cascade, Rocky, and Sierra 663 
Nevada mountain ranges in Western CONUS also generally have the same classification, SD (0.4 664 
< SWE / precipitation ratio < 1.0), with either ratio. However, the spatial extents of the snow 665 
regime classifications across these mountain ranges, when comparing the use of April 1st vs. 666 
maximum SWE, vary significantly (Figures 5 and 6). 667 

While the spatial variability within the actual classifications between the two ratio 668 
approaches is substantial, that of the classification anomalies appears to be in somewhat better 669 
agreement. Both the April 1st and maximum SWE generated classes tend to have more solid 670 
precipitation than their respective 30-year normals in the mountain west of CONUS in the 1980’s, 671 
as well as a swath of more liquid precipitation than the normal in the middle northern CONUS 672 
Dakotas region during the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s (Figure 7). That same region also moves back 673 
towards more solid precipitation than the 30-year normal for both ratio methods in the 2010s 674 
(Figure 7). However, using the maximum SWE approach yields an additional set of anomalies 675 
that can be seen as a band of mixed solid and liquid precipitation phase shifts, which stretch across 676 
mid-west CONUS and are not evident with the April 1st SWE approach (Figure 7). Overall, the 677 
results of the Snow Regime Classification system indicate that previously SD areas have shifted 678 
to the R/S classification over the 40-year study period, with boundary lines moving up in latitude. 679 
These results are supported by previous studies that also found snow dominated regimes across 680 
CONUS to be declining (Barnett et al., 2005, 2008; Knowles et al., 2006; Mantua et al., 2010).  681 

Our results are consistent with several key findings of the Fourth National Climate 682 
Assessment (NCA4): that Northern Hemisphere spring snow cover extent, North America 683 
maximum snow depth, SWE in the western US, and extreme snowfall years in the southern and 684 
western US have all declined, while extreme snowfall years in parts of the northern US have 685 
increased (USGCRP, 2017). Projections indicate large declines in snowpack in the western US 686 
and shifts to more precipitation falling as rain than snow in the cold season in many parts of the 687 
central and eastern US (USGCRP, 2017). These declines in snowpack extent, depth, and SWE are 688 
likely due to warming air temperatures that have been observed across CONUS for at least the last 689 
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60 years. The frequency of heat waves has increased since the mid-1960s, with the number of high 690 
temperature records set in the past two decades far exceeding the number of low temperature 691 
records (USGCRP, 2017).   692 

5.3 SWE Input Data Comparison 693 

In order to compare the two ratio thresholding approaches for generating the Snow Regime 694 
Classifications across CONUS, the quantitative evaluation includes a coverage area comparison 695 
of the RD, R/S, and SD classifications (Figure 8), a PRISM temperature analysis (Figure 9), and 696 
a comparison of the ratio calculation results per 200m elevation band in HUC2 regions across 697 
CONUS (Figure 10). Percent departures in classification areas from their respective 30-year 698 
normals show a decrease in SD regimes for both ratio methods during the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, 699 
with an increase following in the 2010s (Figure 8). RD areas displayed an analogous and opposite 700 
trend across the same time periods, i.e., increased for the first three decades, then decreased over 701 
the latest (Figure 8). For the transitional R/S regions with both ratio methods, percent departures 702 
in area decreased between the 1980’s and 1990s, but generally increased during the remainder of 703 
the study period (Figure 8). The April 1st SWE and maximum SWE methods show similar decadal 704 
anomalies for RD, but frequently differ in both direction and percentage for R/S and SD areas 705 
(Figure 8). Areas across CONUS that have experienced increases in R/S regimes since the early 706 
2000s are at particular risk for RoS flooding because snow cover in transitional regions is 707 
frequently at or near freezing. When liquid precipitation reaches an isothermal snowpack, it 708 
requires less energy for phase change and the snowpack easily melts, adding to runoff (Marks et 709 
al., 1998; Mazurkiewicz et al., 2008; Würzer et al., 2016). Additionally, because R/S regimes have 710 
warmer winters, RoS events are more likely, as cool season precipitation has a higher chance of 711 
falling as rain instead of snow (López-Moreno et al., 2021).      712 

     These trends for the anomalies in both the classification areal extents (Figure 8), as well 713 
as in the class precipitation phase shifts (Figure 7), may be explained, at least in part, by changes 714 
in air temperatures across CONUS during the study time period (Figure 9). The annual and cool 715 
season average air temperatures indicate more anomalous shifts towards the cold in the 1980’s and 716 
1990’s (Figure 9), which appears to manifest in more solid precipitation during those decades 717 
(Figures 7 and 8). However, by the 2010s, air temperature anomalies indicate warmer annual 718 
averages, as well as strikingly warmer winters (cool seasons) (Figure 9). Yet the snow 719 
classifications show a shift back to colder regimes during this same time period in the 2010s 720 
(Figures 7 and 8). While the 2010s may have had the warmest winter anomalies (> 0.9o C), this 721 
decade also had the same number of coldest winter season anomalies as in the 1980s and 2000s 722 
(Figure 9). Over the 40 year study period, annual average air temperatures diverged from the 30-723 
year normal the most in the 2010s, indicating a potential for greater variability in winter season 724 
temperatures during this decade (Figure 9).   725 

In the comparison of the numerical results of the ratio calculations, using either of the two 726 
approaches, it can be seen that ratio values mostly increase at higher elevations, except for the 727 
HUC2-05 Ohio Region. At the very highest elevation bands, the ratio values slightly decrease in 728 
HUC2-01 New England, HUC2-07 Upper Mississippi, HUC2-16 Great Basin, HUC2-18 729 
California, and for April 1st SWE ratios only in HUC2-10 Missouri and HUC2-11 Arkansas-730 
White-Red (Figure 10). The graphical analysis of the ratio calculations, assembled and averaged 731 
by HUC02 WBD and by 200m elevation bands, show that the maximum SWE approach 732 
consistently yields larger values than the April 1st SWE approach (Figure 10). However, the values 733 
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from both ratio techniques vary by elevation band with similar patterns. Only the HUC2-06 734 
Tennessee region appears to have ratio values that do not vary correspondingly between the two 735 
approaches (Figure 10).  736 

Changes in Snow Regimes in arid and semi-arid regions where snow is critical for 737 
municipal and/or agricultural water supply are becoming increasingly salient across western 738 
CONUS (P. W. Mote et al., 2018; Pederson et al., 2013). Some of these regions include the HUC2-739 
13 Rio Grande, HUC2-14 Upper Colorado, HUC2-15 Lower Colorado, and HUC2-16 Great Basin 740 
regions (Figures 10c, 10d). Trends in ratio values for these areas appear to show slight decreases 741 
in values at comparable elevations over the decades across the study period. Another way to frame 742 
this is that the same ratio values are moving up slightly in elevation over time (Figures 10c, 10d). 743 
This could mean a decrease in SD areas and an increase in R/S and RD areas. If less of the overall 744 
water budget in these regions is being stored as snowpack, this could shift the timing of peak runoff 745 
to earlier in the water year, as well as decreasing the magnitude of the peak, with more moisture 746 
arriving in the watershed via warm season rains and less as spring snowmelt. Such changes could 747 
impact water resource management in these areas of the arid west.       748 

In flood prone areas of CONUS, such as the HUC2-07 Upper Mississippi Region, decadal 749 
changes in ratio values by elevation indicate a general trend toward higher ratio values above 500 750 
meters over time (Figure 10b). This trend is most consistent over the decades for the April 1st 751 
SWE ratio approach in the Upper Mississippi, although there is also an abrupt change in this 752 
direction between the 2000s and 2010s for the maximum SWE ratio technique (Figure 10b). In 753 
this HUC2, ratios indicate that the region is generally classified as transitional (R/S), with ratio 754 
values above 500m occurring on the lower side of the R/S range. As ratio values above this 755 
elevation start to increase over the decades, they are approaching the SD classification. Such 756 
temporal changes could shift the timing and magnitude of runoff in this region, and increase 757 
potential rain-on-snow flooding from extreme rainfall events occurring over a thin, temperate 758 
snowpack (Musselman et al., 2018). Such events may be influenced by climactic changes 759 
dependent on topographic variables occurring over time (López-Moreno et al., 2021; McCabe et 760 
al., 2007), such as is seen in the ratio values in the Upper Mississippi (Figure 10b).  761 

Some areas where there is a substantial divergence between the results from the April 1st 762 
and maximum SWE ratio approaches include the HUC2-02 Mid-Atlantic, HUC2-05 Ohio, and 763 
HUC2-06 Tennessee regions (Figures 10a, 10b). These eastern regions of CONUS have a lower 764 
range of elevations (0m to 1600m) as compared those in the west (0m to about 4,000m). The Mid-765 
Atlantic, Ohio, and Tennessee regions display a larger difference in ratio values between the two 766 
techniques, however this is only relative, as the range of ratios is smaller across a less variable 767 
elevation range. Overall, differences in ratios are roughly 0.2, which is similar to regions in western 768 
CONUS (Figures 10c, 10d).     769 

Decreases in the ratio values for both approaches are evident at higher elevations for the 770 
HUC2-01 New England, HUC2-05 Ohio, HUC2-07 Upper Mississippi, and HUC2-15 Lower 771 
Colorado regions (Figure 10). Additionally, in these regions for the 2010s, ratio values at these 772 
elevations tend to diverge from each other more. One contributing factor to inconsistencies in these 773 
trends at higher elevations could be an implicit data scarcity issue, as there are fewer weather 774 
stations at these elevations across CONUS and therefore less observational data were available to 775 
calibrate both the PRISM and UA models. For example, in HUC2-15 Lower Colorado Region, the 776 
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highest elevations are at the southern end of the watershed, which might explain the double-back 777 
pattern in the lines (Figure 10d). 778 

Overall, anomalies in snow dominated extent, compared to the 30-year normal, decreased 779 
in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, while those of rain dominated increased. Such decadal climatic 780 
shifts and changes in snow hydrologic regimes for CONUS over the last 40 years have been 781 
observed in other studies (Musselman et al., 2018). The connection between changes in the snow 782 
regime classifications over the 40-year study period are likely partly dependent on climate-driven 783 
changes in air temperatures (McCabe et al., 2007), which influence snowpack behavior like timing 784 
of melt and persistence (Heggli et al., 2022; Marks et al., 1998, 1999; Singh et al., 1997).   785 

 786 

6 Conclusions 787 

As the climate continues to change, regions across CONUS are experiencing rapid snow 788 
regime shifts that test the design limits of water resource infrastructure. Communities and 789 
economies dependent on this infrastructure are becoming more and more at risk of negative 790 
impacts from extreme hydrologic events due to changing snowmelt patterns. Therefore, this study 791 
uses a new geo-spatial snow regime classification system, based on the ratio of maximum SWE to 792 
cool season precipitation, to track climate driven changes in snow hydrology across CONUS over 793 
40 years (1981 – 2020). The snow regime classes include: (1) rain dominated (RD), (2) snow 794 
dominated (SD), (3) transitional (R/S), or (4) perennial snow (PS).  795 

Results indicate that average snow cover duration generally became shorter in each decade 796 
over the 40-year period, with the rate of decline increasing with elevation. Anomalies in SD 797 
extents, compared to the 30-year normal (1991 – 2020), decreased in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, 798 
while anomalies of RD extents increased. Also, previously SD areas have shifted to the transitional 799 
classification (R/S) over the 40-year study period, with boundary lines moving up in latitude. As 800 
CONUS water and land managers and government agencies find the need to adapt to a changing 801 
climate, geospatial classification, such as our snow regime approach, could be a critical tool. 802 
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